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Federal, State aid for downto
by Sue McGrath
The city of Appleton will 
receive funds totalling $30,000 
to be used to fight construction 
of the proposed Grand Chute 
shopping mall. Governor Lee 
Dreyfus has requested federal 
and state money to facilitate “a 
full and complete airing of the
environmental and economic 
impacts” of the mall.
While the announcement, 
made last week by Appleton 
Mayor Dorothy Johnson, has 
sparked further controversy 
over the issue, particularly 
among Grand Chute residents, 
city officials expect that presen*
Peter Cram blit
tation of the grant will take 
place today at the Outagamie 
Courthouse as planned.
Proponents of the mall have 
charged that Dreyfus’ request 
for funds is an unprecedented 
attempt for federal, state and 
local governments to join forces 
in opposition to free enterprise. 
This claim was dismissed by 
Appleton Planning Director 
William Brehm as “hot air.” 
According to Brehm, the funds 
will help to preseve the free 
enterprise represented by the 
many small businesses now ex­
isting in downtown Appleton. 
It is estimated that if the mall 
is built, one company, General 
Growth Development Corpora­
tion, will ‘‘put fifty people out 
of business” downtown.
According to the Appleton 
POST-CRESCENT, Grand 
Chute residents have also ques­
tioned the right of the state to 
allocate funds enabling one 
community to fight another. 
‘‘We are not fighting with 
Grand Chute,” said Brehm.
‘‘We are 1 
what is gcx 
and that is 
downtown Appleton.”
Wisconsin’s policy position, 
according to Dreyfus’ office, 
‘‘does not encourge major new 
developments which may have 
significant negative economic 
impact upon existing central ci­
ty business districts.” It is 
believed by many that the 
Grand Chute mall would have 
such an effect.
While General Growth will 
spend an estimated $300,000 to 
get the project under way, it is 
likely that the added controver­
sy over the $30,000 in govern­
ment funding will at least cause 
a delay in construction plans. 
General Growth has submitted 
an environmental impact study 
to the state Department of 
Natural Resources, a detailed 
explanation of the physical im­
pacts the mall would have on 
the area. DNR evaluation of 
this study is the next step in 
proceedings.
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set by the National En­
vironmental Protection Agen­
cy, focusing only on the 
physical environment. Unlike 
the law creating the NEPA, 
however, the Wisconsin law ex­
plicitly calls for evaluation of 
the social and economic as well 
as the physical environments. 
“ In the past,” said Brehm, “the 
DNR has been subject to 
political pressures from rural 
legislators, downplaying the 
social and economic aspects of 
environment and focusing on 
trees and wildlife.”
It is believed that if the 
criteria formed in the state law 
are followed, the DNR will 
block mall construction. If 
necessary, however, the group 
fighting to save downtown is 
“prepared to bring the en­
vironmental impact decision to 
court.’’ Regardless of the DNR 
decision, General Growth 
expects a 
in advanci
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John B. Anderson’s quixotic 
“ National Unity Campaign” for 
the presidency last year may 
have been a lost cause from the 
beginning, but, says Lawrence 
governm ent professor 
Lawrence Longley, not because 
of lack of commitment or 
organization.
Longley, who from July 
through November was Ander­
son’s campaign coordinator in 
Wisconsin, attributed Ander­
son’s poor showing to obstacles 
inherent in the two-party 
system, and believes the fact 
that Anderson surmounted 
some of these is itself a victory. 
Moreover, Longley “has reason 
to believe" that Anderson will 
begin to form his own party in 
the near future, a party Longley 
believes could be a powerful 
force by 1984.
\“ Enormous Problems Now”A lot will depend on political 
 ^ developments in the coming 
mdnths, particularly the fate of 
th i Democratic Party, which 
ngley says “has enormous 
.¿problems right now,” albeit 
“few that ten percent inflation 
under Ronald Reagan wouldn’t 
solve.” It faces the challenge of 
reformulating its position vis-a- 
vis the resurgent Republicans. 
“The Democrats can’t become 
as conservative as Ronald 
Reagan, but they can’t embrace 
the liberalism of the 1950’s and 
60 s.” Longley sees Anderson 
competing with the Democrats 
for control of the political 
center in response to the need 
for a “new crystalization of 
ideas.” And with old party 
loya lties d is in te g ra tin g , 
Longley believes, a new centrist 
party has a great deal of poten­
tial.
A number of other conditions 
may entice Anderson to form a 
third party and seek the 
Presidency in 1984. Not only 
does his 6% of last November’s 
vote entitle him to funds with 
which to pay much of the huge 
debt which would otherwise 
have ruined him, but it assures 
him of Federal Election Com­
mission money for a 1984 cam­
paign. Moreover, Anderson will 
automatically be on the ballot 
in many states, and by forming 
a third party would V  ve easier
access to the ballot in the rest. 
Construction of a third party 
would mean more fu lly  
developed grass-roots support 
as well as slates of candidates 
for offices other than the 
presidency, longley claims 
Anderson's performance in 
1980 will allow for National 
Unity slots on Gubernatorial 
and Senatorial ballots in some 
states in 1982, though he 
hastens to add that he sees lit­
tle chance that any candidates 
will actually occupy them. In 
short, formation of a third par­
ty would reduce the problems of 
funding, ballot access, and
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credibility which interacted to 
doom Anderson’s 1980 can­
didacy.
Some Firsts and Seconds
Longley says he believed that 
even if Anderson couldn’t have 
won in 1980, he had the poten­
tial, as late as September, to 
run second or at least a very 
close third. Up to that point, 
the polls indicated that people 
would vote for Anderson if he 
were a “serious” candidate. In­
deed, in nine major industrial 
states Anderson ran first or se­
cond with that provision in 
mind. Looking back, however, 
Longley believes the real turn­
ing point came in July, when 
Anderson elected to devote 
what little money he had to the 
ballot access litigation and the 
building of an organization at 
the grass roots level, rather 
continued on page 2
Wriston calls for independence
by Terry Moran
Walter Wriston, chairman 
and chief executive officer of 
Citicorp, came to Lawrence 
yesterday. In an address at a 
university convocation entitled 
“The Independent Man and the 
Transference Machine”, Mr. 
Wriston articulated his belief in 
the fundamental strength of the 
individual in a free-market 
economy, and his criticism of a 
declining moral commitment 
which he perceives among in­
dividuals in society.
In responding to questions 
fronvstudents on two occasions 
during the day, Mr. Wriston 
reiterated his free-market 
philosophy, justified the con­
duct of Citibank in regard to 
less developed countries, 
elucidated the status of the Ira­
nian assets frozen in Citibank, 
and discussed the character of 
current financial issues.
Mr. Wriston’s visit sparked 
discussion among students on 
the viability of his economic 
views in a complex, industrial 
society, and the real ability of 
most men and women to in­
fluence the decisions which af­
fect their lives. Some students 
felt that Mr. Wriston had not 
dealt substantively with the 
issues he raised; many found 
him an articulate, sincere 
spokesman for his positions.
In his address, Mr. Wriston 
focused on two issues—the 
responsibility of individuals to 
solve the problems faced by 
society, and the need for a
CIT ICORP CH A IRM AN  Walter Wriston and President
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regeneration of moral commit­
ment, a restructuring of our in­
dividual value system. Citing a 
general feeling of individual 
helplessness fostered by a fear 
of the problems faced by socie­
ty, Mr. Wriston asserted that 
contemporary difficulties are 
different neither in degree or in 
kind from those faced by other 
societies in the past: “The 
study of history provides some 
measure of perspective which 
has been so lacking in our world 
today.” He stressed the need 
for individuals initiative in 
achieving solutions.
This initiative has been stifl­
ed in part by what Mr. Wriston 
calls “The great American 
transference machine,” a state 
of mind in which one transfers 
responsibility and blame for 
problems to institutions, public 
and private. In this process, 
values and morals traditionally 
ascribed to individuals are
transferred to institutions. He 
called this “absurd”, stating, 
“ When virtue leaves in ­
dividuals it has nowhere to go.” 
Mr. Wriston noted that an in­
dividual's moral behavior is in­
creasingly thought to be 
beyond censure, that it is 
“nobody’s business but his 
own.’’ Coupling this decay with 
the idea of a “transference 
machine ” , he commented, 
“ People’s right to live as they 
please has been accompanied 
by a conviction that there are 
no honest men in the 
world...Our institutions display 
higher standards of morality 
than we demand of ourselves.” 
The key to overcoming 
economic and social problems, 
according to Mr. Wriston, is in­
dependent initiative. “The in­
dependent man beckons us to 
choose, to participate, to go 
where no government can 
lead.”Dorm thefts over holidays
by Dave Blowers
Exams are finished, suitcases 
are packed, and students are 
making their way home for the 
holidays. However, for those 
who leave valuable personal 
possessions on campus during 
the 3-week hiatus, the fear of 
theft is prevalent.
D u r ing  the C hris tm as 
holidays several students had 
belongings stolen from their 
rooms, in a crime spree that 
struck fraternity houses as well 
as dormitories.
Reports from 2 fraternity 
houses indicate the theft of a 
stereo cartridge and needle, and
at least two quantities of con­
trolled substances from dif­
ferent rooms. In Ormsby Hall, 
one student had a stereo car­
tridge valued at $50 taken; and 
another reported the removal of 
the entire tone arm from a turn­
table.
Evidence of illegal entry was 
also reported by a student in 
Trever Hall, though apparently 
nothing was taken in that in­
stance.
The Physical Plant and the Of­
fice of Campus Life are in­
vestigating these incidents and 
believe that a master key was 
used in gaining access to the
many rooms. According to 
Plant Assistant Director John 
Moder, “things were all locked 
up and secured during the 
break.” Furthermore, at the 
beginning of the year the 
Physical Plant changed the 
locks on every door in the Quad. 
And during all school breaks, as 
a special precaution, the lock 
cores are changed on the out­
side doors of all six dormitories.
Dean of Campus Life Rich 
Agness and Associate Dean of 
Campus Life Cathy Hyde said 
that the school has no set policy 
or provision for this type of oc­
currence. Therefore, victims 
continued on page 6
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What do 
speakers speak?
The opportunity to hear speakers of great social and in­
tellectual stature is a tradition surviving from thousands of 
years ago, and is appropriate on a campus which embraces 
classical and liberal values. We whole-heartedly thank the 
University for bringing to our coliseum a seemingly endless 
procession of knowledgeable orators, in the form of the Con­
vocation Series.
Yet at the same time we, as an audience, must be listen­
ing critically. It is easy to gaze in awe upon Walter Wriston, 
unquestionably one of the most influential men in the world, 
but his career achievements serve neither to validate nor 
justify his ideas about the social structure of this country.
To be an independent man today requires much more 
than the mere will to be independent. Mr. Wriston’s sugges­
tion that a free-market economy provides the best setting in 
which the individual can prevail over governmental and in­
stitutional power is in theory accurate. But when that 
theorist heads up an outfit that can singlehandedly launch 
day-to-day fluctuations in the stock market by adjusting in­
terest rates, we must give pause. Though a vote is still a 
vote in a democracy, the voice of a consumer only whimpers 
in the shadow of such monoliths as AT&T, Exxon, and 
Citibank.
That is not to say that free enterprise should be fettered 
for the benefit of the independent man. He is still a man who 
can beat the odds set by holders of concentrated power if he 
is a man, like Mr. Wriston, with any degree of foresight, 
genius, or determination. But the transference machine, the 
epithet Mr. Wriston used to describe how the media and the 
little guy assign blame to corporations and institutions for 
all of our world crises, exists because the independent man, 
whether by dint of a genetic shortchange or of culturally en­
forced limitations, simply cannot beat the odds.
One of the benefits drawn from a liberal education and 
the visiting lecturers who add spice to it, is the ability to 
discern the range of expertise of the wise man who trod our 
arena. Whether it is Estelle Ramey, Walter Massey, Walter 
Wriston, a professor, or a friend who shares the truth with 
polysyllabics and self-assurance, the message merits 
scrutiny. At the same time Mr. Wriston’s wisdom is backed 
by professional experience, it is equally restricted by per­
sonal belief.
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Attendance at tonight’s concert urged
Dear Editor,
We encourage members of 
the Lawrence Community to at­
tend the Studio Orchestra con­
cert on Friday, January 16 at 
8:00 p.m. in the Chapel. You 
will be treating yourself to a 
rare, musical experience.
The Lawrence University 
Studio Orchestra recently ap­
peared at the annual conven­
tion of the National Association 
of Jazz Educators in St. Louis. 
Of the fifteen student groups 
that performed, our Studio Or­
chestra received high plaudits 
along with the North Texas 
State University Jazz Singers
and the University of Miami 
Concert Jazz Band. Our 
80-piece Studio Orchestra was a 
new musical experience for 
many of the educators as there 
are not many music schools 
whose orchestra program and 
jazz program cooperate with 
one another.
Nor are there many colleges 
or universities that would sup­
port such a program. Our 
students performed at their op­
timum ability for this group of 
jazz educators and were warmly 
received with a 3-minute stan­
ding ovation.
Special credit goes to Carlton
McCreery and Fred Sturm for 
their fine direction of this 
ensemble. Fred Sturm's new 
composition for the Studio Or­
chestra, “The Four Mythoi”, 
had its premiere performance at 
the conference at the conference 
and was received with en­
thusiasm by jazz educators and 
performers.
We urge you to hear for 
yourselves, ton igh t, th is  
distinctive group which has 
represented Lawrence so well at 
a national convention.
Sincerely,
SHARON & DAVID BUSSE
Mt. St. Helens: how to blow off the blues
To the Editor:
I am writing this letter in 
response to a phenomenon 
which I find increasingly on 
campus, namely the widespread 
use of the term ‘to blow-off.’ 
Are Lawrentians obsessed with 
the act of blowing-off? Why 
then is it such a popular thing 
to do? Is this our generation’s 
apathetic reaction to the ac­
tivism of the late sixties and 
early seventies?
For the benefit of those with 
limited familiarity, I will at­
tempt to provide a working 
definition. To blow-off is to pur­
posefully fail to engage in an ac­
tivity requiring one’s bodily 
presence or work. Notice these 
are almost always activities 
that are normally expected of 
college students. To blow-off a 
class or a meal, don’t show up. 
To blow-off an evening, a 
weekend, or an entire term, 
simply neglect to do any study­
ing. A blow-off course is one 
sufficiently easy to permit 
blowing-off for credit. Likewise, 
some jobs will pay you to blow- 
off. Isn’t it ironic that these 
courses and jobs are so highly 
sought-after?
I would like to briefly con­
sider the origins or etymology 
of the expression. Hard 
evidence is lacking, but we 
might find genesis in the story 
of Humpty Dumpty. H.D. was 
blown off the wall, and perish­
ed. ‘Blow-off’ might then have 
meant destroy, only to be later 
corrupted to ‘to render ineffec­
tive.’ Mt. St. Helens recently 
blew-off her top, she separated 
herself from it. The cognate 
‘blow-out’ describes a tire 
which will not perform as ex­
pected. Another related form is 
‘kiss-off,’ an expletive with an 
identical formula (labial func­
tion plus ‘off’). ‘Face-off,’ on 
the other hand, appears to be 
unrelated. ‘Turn-off’ carries 
similar connotations. When you 
blow-off a class you essentially 
turn it off. On campus, 
however, to blow-off is not a 
turn-off but a turn-on! Could 
we someday settle on ‘blow-on?’ 
I must stop here for I am ven­
turing dangerously close to 
similarly-constructed expres­
sions which have no place in 
this letter.
I turn, at last, to the ques­
tion: is blowing off really the 
thing to do? People always 
seem to be ready and pleased, 
and proud, to announce that 
they have blown-off one or 
another things they should 
have done as if it were 
prestigious to blow everything 
off and get away with it. 
Nonetheless, you don’t have to 
be a show-off to blow-off, we all 
do it.
I am moved to compose a 
song but I will blow-off the 
music and leave you with these
lines entitled:
To Blow or Not to Blow 
I blew-off the blues 
When I blew-off my two-fiftee. 
Why don’t you blow off a two- 
fiftee 
Or two?
Hasn’t every true Lawrentian 
Blown-off a convocation? 
Blowing-off is a sensation 
For you!
I tingle with elation 
When I behold a dancer’s gyra­
tion
But I can’t describe the relaxa­
tion 
I feel,
When I blow-off my studying 
time,
And Downer’s tastee grime,
To contemplate a most sublime 
Orange peel!
You can, too, blow-off the blues 
When you blow-off what you 
choose.
You have nothing to lose, 
Indeed!
Activities off-blown are they 
Which were only in the way.
A blower-off’U prosper I ’d say, 
Agreed?
Signed Lightly,
-PAULCONDRELL
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Longley on the campaign trail
than the media campaign pro­
posed by Manager David 
Garth.
In  the end, Longley 
estimates, some 80 to 90 per­
cent of the campaign budget 
went for setting up local cam­
paign organizations and paying 
for the court fights which plac­
ed Anderson on the ballot in all 
fifty states. That doomed most 
of Anderson’s chances to gain 
national recognition as a 
“serious” contender, to rise in 
the polls, and to receive more 
donations. But Anderson decid­
ed it was more important to be 
available to everyone, on all the 
ballots. “To have chosen other­
wise, “Longley says, would 
have left him off the ballot in 
many states and with little 
grassroots organization,” a 
situation which would have 
made a higher poll standing vir­
tually meaningless.
Longley saw his role in the 
campaign to be that of counter­
ing some of the problems uni­
que to an independent can­
didacy. Normally a party serves 
as “holding tank” for talent 
and organization, he says. "We 
had to create ad hoc structures 
without the benefit of a party.” 
He served as a liaison between 
the local organizations and the 
state organization. “ I wanted 
to let the local volunteers know 
that there were others like 
them, to give them a sense of 
linkage. ’ And while this sense 
of isolation continued to be a 
problem, Longley believes 
Anderson’s campaign was on 
the whole better organized at 
the local level in Wisconsin 
than either of the two major 
parties.
“We overcame a tremendous 
number of obstacles,” I^ongley 
reflects. We could have done 
better but we were squeezed 
out toward the end. A lot 
depended on voters finding the 
other two candidates unaccep­
table, and while this happened 
with Carter, as the campaign 
progressed Reagan continued 
to become more acceptable.”
Ultimately, Longley believes, 
the argument that a vote for 
Anderson was a wasted vote 
stuck. “John’s problems were 
beyond his control. I don’t 
know what else he could have 
done.”
Aside from getting on the 
ballot in all fifty states and 
receiving 6% of the vote, 
Anderson managed a few other 
small victories. “He got in­
telligent, qualified people to 
support him with time and 
money,” Longley asserts. “ It 
was a beautifully organized 
campaign at the national level, 
from Garth on down. An ex­
tremely qualified and profes­
sional group with a clear 
unde rs tand ing  of the ir 
purpose.”
Anderson had, Longley 
claims, an important impact on 
the political system, as well. 
“He showed there was a place 
for the intelligent centrist.’ 
Whether he will lay claim to 
this position again in 1984 re­
mains to be Seen.
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The question of Chrysler’s future
‘news A na ly s is ’
by David Arnosti when the actual loss ballooned
The Chrysler Corporation to $1.7 billion in the depressed
received another financial band- auto market of 1980.
aid from Washington Wednes- Treasury Secretary G.
day with the approval of an ad­
ditional $400 million dollar loan 
guarantee for the ailing auto 
manufacturer.
The Federal Loan Guarantee 
Board met with Chrysler ex­
ecutives, U.S. and European 
creditors, and officials of the 
United Auto Workers to ham­
mer out an agreement whereby 
Chrysler would cut its expected 
costs by approximately one 
billion dollars in 1981 as a con­
dition for the loan guarantee. 
Lenders were asked to convert 
a substantial portion of the 1.2 
billion dollars outstanding to 
preferred Chrysler stock, while 
workers were to concede 
negotiated benefits worth over 
$600 million in the next two 
years in return for participation 
in a "profit” sharing plan. Sup­
pliers were to allow Chrysler to 
defer over $70 million in 
payments in 1981.
If the loan guarantee passes 
Congressional review, as is ex­
pected, just $300 million of the 
original $1.5 billion allocation 
will remain unused. Industry 
sources estimate that even this 
additional amount will carry 
the cash-short company only 
through mid-summer, with or 
without the additional funds, 
Chrysler is expected to lose 
about $2 million a day in the 
next quarter.
When the original loan 
guarantee legislation was pass­
ed a year ago, Chrysler had just 
sustained a loss of $1.1 billion 
in 1979 and projected a further 
loss of one-half billion dollars 
for 1980. The first $800 million 
grant was quickly swallowed
William Miller, who as chair­
man of the Loan Guarantee 
Board approved the loan, has 
been pushing for either a 
"voluntery reorganization” of 
Chrysler (in effect, an out-of- 
court bankruptcy) or a major in­
fusion of cash from a foreign 
auto manufacturer. However 
neither Mitsubishi nor Peugot, 
with whom Chrysler officials 
have been consulting, has ex-
pressed interest in affiliating 
further with the troubled cor­
poration, which last year cap­
tured just 7.4% of the U.S. auto 
market.
W ith cash-flow problems 
already at a crisis level, the 
change of administration could 
hardly come at a worse time for 
Chrysler. Both Secretary of the 
Treasury-designate Donald 
Regan and the new head of the 
Senate Banking Committee 
Jake Garn (R-Utah) have in­
dicated that they would prefer 
to let Chrysler slide into 
bankruptcy than to give any 
further government aid. Twelve 
of the 53 senators who voted for 
the loan guarantee last year 
lost their seats in November’s 
election, making a new Con­
gressional initiative even less 
likely. Barring a sudden soften­
ing of the Reagan administra­
tion’s position or a financial 
miracle, chairman Lee A. Iacoc- 
ca and 80,000 other Chrysler 
employees may be looking for 
work within the year. Leaving 
the U.S. taxpayers $1.5 billion 
poorer and, perhaps, wiser.
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News in Briefs
collected by Fred Bartol
The United States has resumed military aid to El Salvador, 
supplying such "non-lethal” equipment as jeeps and 
helicopters. The State Department declared that the military 
advisers sent during the past weeks will not train government 
soldiers fighting leftist guerillas. Some 200 people have died in 
the last several days of leftist drive to unseat the ruling 
U.S.-backed Junta, as a group of leftists was reported to have 
staged a landing by sea from basis in Nicaragua.
The Iranian Parliament postponed debate on two bills that 
would give Iranian authorities the ability to negotiate an end to 
the hostage crisis. While State Department officials refused to 
comment on the latest developments, it appears to indicate 
some continuing opposition to a negotiated settlement on the 
part of some factions in Iran. President Carter said earlier in the 
week that he was slightly more optimistic that a settlement 
could be reached before Jan. 20, after a compromise proposal 
submitted by Algerian intermediaries appeared to bring the two 
sides closer together.
Freezing temperatures damaged Florida’s orange crop. 
Talahassee recorded 8 degrees Tuesday morning and 
temperatures dropped to 19 degrees in Jacksonville, where cold 
was reported to have caused one death. The crop is said to have 
been destroyed, and losses will reach about $35 million.
Alexander Haig continued his testimony before the Senate 
Foreign Relations committee, refusing to characterize Richard 
Nixon’s Watergate involvement as “wrong” or “immoral.” 
Haig insisted that tremendous abuses had been committed on 
the part of both the President and the press at that time, but 
that he felt no guilt about his own participation. Haig also 
testified that while he felt some of the American involvement in 
the ouster of Chile’s premier Salvadore Allende in 1971 violated 
the Organization of American State’s doctrine of non­
interference, it had to be considered in light of "countervailing 
pressures.”
He also advocated a greater U.S. military presence in the 
Persian Gulf in order to ensure access to Middle East oil sup­
plies. Republican leaders insist they have the votes they need to 
confirm Haig as Secretary of State.
Workers in Poland struck for one hour at more than 100 fac­
tories to protest the use of police to break up a recent sit-in. The 
strike follows Saturday’s day-long work stoppage, which 
dramatized the Solidarity union’s demand for a five-day work 
week. The union’s leader, Lech Walesa, has traveled to Rome to 
consult with Pope Paul II.
A Puerto Rican nationalist group, the Machete Wielders, 
claimed responsibility for the bombings which destroyed 
several National Guard aircraft in San Juan Monday. The bom­
bings caused an estimated $45 million in damage. Nine U.S. jet 
fighters were destroyed, and bombs in two others were defused.
In his farewell speech to the nation Wednesday night, Presi­
dent Carter pledged to support Ronald Reagan and to pray for 
the 52 American hostages in Iran. The President stated that na­
tional weakness, preceived or real, can lead to war, and that the 
U.S. must maintain its military might. At the same time, he in­
sisted that we must be aware of the horrors of nuclear war, and 
work toward nuclear disarmament. Much of the speech stressed 
the limitations on the power of the presidency.
Chrysler Corporation was granted an additional $400 
million in loan guarantees by the Federal Loan Guarantee 
Board. This brings the total government bailout of the ailing 
corporation to $1.2 billion. Meanwhile, the Department of 
Transportation declared that the current depressed state of the 
American automobile industry posed a threat to national securi­
ty and urged that limits be placed on the importation of 
Japanese cars.
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Who’s in the doghouse?
by Eili Kerlow
Zach, the student union wat­
chdog, is living on a farm 
because he is not allowed to live 
in a dorm. Sonia, a former feline 
resident of Kohler Hall, lives in 
an apartment on College 
Avenue because Kohler did not 
renew her lease.
The new pet legislation, pass­
ed Monday by the Lawrence 
University Community Council 
(LUCC), restricts the ownership 
of cats and dogs to the fraterni­
ty houses. Accordig to LUCC, 
dogs and cats are not permitted 
to live in the dorms because 
they disturb people who have 
allergies, damage property own­
ed by the University, and are 
too confined. Only fish and cag­
ed animals may be kept in the 
dorms.
Fraternities can own one cat 
and one dog with ‘‘unanimous 
consent by secret ballot of the 
residents, the members, and the 
housekeeper of the fraternity.” 
The Fiji house mascot, Lois, 
may now repossess her lookout 
tower in the Quad. Fraternity 
members may own cats and 
dogs because each fraternity 
owns everything in its house: 
rugs, lamps, couches, etc., and 
the members must pay to fix 
any damaged property. A 
fraternity house also has more 
space and more people to take 
care of the pets.
‘‘This legislation gives a per­
son the privilege to have a pet 
in the fraternity house, but 
there are many
responsibilities,” said Terry 
Smith, LUCC President and 
Delta Tau Delta fraternity 
member. A pet owner has to 
clean up after his pet, keep the
pet under control and comply 
with Appleton pet ordinances. 
The owner must register his pet 
with the Assistant Dean of 
Campus Life and with the City 
of Appleton.
If a pet attcks a delivery man, 
tears or damages property in 
the fraternity house or causes 
neighbors to complain, its 
owner is “ sub ject to 
disciplinary action by the 
Judicial Board.” A fraternity 
house resident or housekeeper 
may request a revote to in­
dicate to the owner that they no 
longer want a pet in the house. 
‘‘The pet legislation is a 
withdrawable privilege," said 
Mr. Finkler, LUCC faculty 
representative.
While the Lawrence Universi­
ty pet legislation passed, a few 
questions remain unanswered. 
If the close of the small houses 
discriminates against women 
from having an alternative liv­
ing option, the pet policy also 
discriminates against women 
from owning a cat or a dog on 
campus. Fraternity member, 
who are allergic to cats or dogs, 
can vote not to have it before 
the pet is in the house. What 
happens when a new allergic 
member moves into a house 
where a pet has already lived? 
(Stupid.) Perhaps most impor­
tantly the pet legislation allows 
small birds to live in dorm 
rooms, but the council did not 
mention whether chickens fit 
into this category. T-Bone, the 
chicken who lived in Trever 
Hall four years ago, has 
reportedly been investigating 
precedents in order to engage 
LUCC in a protracted legal bat­
tle.
Campus Life reviews rush format
by Tony Hurtig
Last week Cathy Hyde, 
Lawrence Dean of Residential 
Life and advisor to fraternities 
and sororities, issued a formal 
letter to all new students regar­
ding rush week.
The letter included the 
itinerary of this week’s rush ac­
tivities for new men and 
women, and also encouraged 
participation in the activities.
In a recent interview, Hyde 
made explicit the objectivity 
which her letter was intended to 
convey. She explained that she 
feels the size of the Greek 
system at Lawrence is ade­
quate, but that the system 
itself could use some improve­
ment.
Hyde said that ultimately she 
‘‘would like to see as many 
sororities as fraternities at 
Lawrence,” and is presently 
considering colonizing a new 
sorority. However, no specifics 
have yet been established con­
cerning this idea. She also feels 
that increasing the efficacy of 
the Inter-Fraternity Council 
would be an asset to the frat 
system at Lawrence, and she is 
now working to improve the 
organization with the help of 
IFC members.
In a recent interview, Presi­
dent Warch also commented on 
the Greek system at LU, 
stating that ideally it should be 
“complementary to the institu­
tion’s mission,” and he stressed 
that it is the variety of choice in 
extra curricular activities at 
Lawrence which is important, 
not the specific activities. He 
said the Greek system ‘‘must 
operate in a way consistent 
with the business of the univer­
sity,” and that the system does
not necessarily “represent a 
higher order of living available
to students.”
Regarding rush procedure, 
Warch has been meeting with 
Dean of Campus Life Richard 
Agness. Agness believes that a 
review of the rush format is in 
order, and that the system can 
be made more efficient and ef­
fective.
C u rren tly  25% of the 
students at Lawrence belong to 
Greek organizations. Hyde and 
Warch, who both graduated 
from colleges with 85% or 
greater membership of student 
body in Greek organizations, 
feel that the present LU percen­
tage is suited to the university.
‘C a m p u s  B r i e f s ’
Presumably the same strain of in­
fluenza which is plaguing much of 
the country is taking its toll on the 
Lawrence campus too. and will pro­
bably get worse. Keports Wednes­
day indicated that some high 
schools and junior highs in 
Madison were closing temporarily 
because of very low attendance and 
the threat of contagion.
The Lawrence Health Center 
noted a slight increase in the 
number of students coming in with 
symptoms of the flu, which in older 
people can lead to pneumonia and 
death. But the Health Center 
recommends, however, that unless 
the case is a bad one, students try 
to take care of themselves to avoid 
tying up their facilities and person­
nel.‘Dealings’
“Gimme drugs’’ is a plea 
often heard by struggling 
Lawrentians during finals 
week. These drugs range from 
excessive doses of caffeine 
and Extra-Strength Tylenol to 
cigarettes and “ alcoholic 
beverages Many of the 
students who consume these 
drugs are unaware of the effects 
they have on the body.
D.E.A.L. (Drug Education At 
Lawrence) is an LUCC Commit­
tee which will be working with 
the Office of Campus Life to 
help students at Lawrence 
become aware of the effects of 
these and other drugs. The pur­
pose of D.E.A.L. is to provide 
students with facts about
various drugs so that they may 
make responsible decisions 
when and if they choose to use 
drugs. The committee is not out 
to close down the Union or con­
fiscate all the cigarette 
machines on campus, but is 
here to educate students.
Some of the things D.E.A.L. 
will be doing this term include 
weekly articles in The Lawren- 
tian; all-campus movies; a panel 
discussion on alcoholism featur­
ing students, faculty, and Ap­
pleton citizens; a handbook for 
counselors on alcohol and its 
use; and information on ser­
vices available for alcohol and 
drug related problems, in­
cluding a student counseling 
service on campus.
Resume writing, job-hunting techniques discussed at senior workshop
by Barb Bailey
The time of year has once 
again arrived when many 
seniors begin to make plans for 
life “after graduation.” The 
Career Center, under the direc­
tion of Gayle Hardt, has begun 
its annual senior workshop 
designed to help students get 
ready for that new life; to 
prepare for the fast ap­
proaching future.
Gayle Hardt. Photo: Brian lÀpchik
There are four major areas 
covered in the senior 
workshops. They are: 1) job 
hunting strategies; 2) the con­
struction of cover letters; 3) 
writing and preparing resumes; 
and 4) interview techniques. 
Mock interviews help to 
sharpen interview techniques
and are available to all 
students. Through these mock 
interviews students learn how 
to handle potentially uncomfor­
table situations and become 
familiar with questions that 
might arise during actual job 
interviews.
“Some of the questions that 
come up in a job interview are 
really tough,” said one senior. 
“Things like ‘What did you do 
yesterday?’ and ‘Why do you 
want to work for us?’ Practic­
ing the interviewing requires 
rethinking all of your plans, 
which is good.”
According to Ms. Hardt 
“right now is the perfect time 
to learn interview techniques.” 
Term II is generally the time 
when many firms and com­
panies hold on-campus inter­
views. As seen by last year’s 
class, these on-campus inter­
views are not only more conve­
nient for students, but can also 
prove successful in the form of 
job offers.
Thus far this year, about 150 
seniors have taken advantage 
of the services provided at the 
Career Center (Raymond 
House). While many of these 
students are excited about for­
thcoming careers, some feelings 
of anxiety have also been ex­
pressed. It appears that the 
state of the economy combined
Charles the Florist
Stop in and visit the
QUALITY FLORIST
219 K College Ave . Appleton 
734-8793
with the uncertain job market 
has created apprehension 
among members of the class of 
1981.
Third term this year career 
center will be holding a resume 
writing workshop. Even for 
those students pursuing a 
graduate education
(underclassmen too) preparing a 
resume is a worthwhile
endeavor. Once written, a 
resume need only be up­
dated—and using the expertise 
available here on campus can 
help prepare it for scrutiny 
“after graduation.”
While some students who 
participated in last years 
workshop have only recently ac­
cepted positions, Ms. Hardt has 
received reports that the mock
interviews proved helpful even 
months after they were con­
ducted.
“So even if a student isn’t 
planning on going straight into 
the job market, these inter­
views can be invaluable," she 
said. Appointments can be 
made at the Career Center any 
time throughout the year.
C O N K E Y
HOURS: Mon & Fri. 9-9 226 E. College A v e . ' 
Tues .-Thurs. 9-5:30; Sat. 9-5. 739-1223
B o o k  R e f u n d s
Saturday, January 1 7 th
is the Last Day for textbook refunds at full price.
N E W
Lawrence Sketched Notes
F o r  C o r r e s p o n d e n c e ,  F o r  A l l  O c c a s i o n s
‘dee Muffy, even better than a ¡Monte'
$ 2 2 5
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A solution to cabin fever
by Barb Storms
Winter term: freezing, stag­
nant, depressing, interminable. 
The sun never shines. Pressures 
seem worse than ever. April is 
ages away, and the interim con­
tains ten weeks of tedium.
HURTIG, man of the north.
But fresh air and health can 
be found in the newly created 
O uting  C lub. Under the 
guidance of faculty advisor Bill 
Fortune and instigator Phil 
Brick, the new club is designed 
to provide students with oppor­
tunities for ski trips and other 
outdoor activities. The club is 
being formed in conjunction 
with the already existing 
Outing Room, which is manag­
ed by Brick and provides rental 
equipment and instructions to 
interested outdoorsmen.
An organizational meeting 
was held on Monday night, to 
see how many people were will­
ing to dedicate time and effort 
to the new club. As Brick says, 
“Unless we have people who are 
willing to organize and lead the 
club, we won’t have a club.” 
The meeting was packed, and 
much enthusiasm was shown 
for all of the proposed ideas. 
Hands shot up all over the room 
every time Brick asked for 
volunteers to help w ith 
organization and maintenance 
of the club.
“We want to get out and do 
something right away,” says 
Fortune, and many activities 
are already in the makings. For 
example, a one day cross­
country ski trip to Gordon 
Bubolz Nature Preserve is be­
ing planned for the Sunday of 
Winter Carnival. Another idea
is to take a longer, overnight 
trip Winter Weekend (February 
6-8), possibly to Door County or 
Eagle River. Also, the Sons of 
Norway are looking for help on 
Sunday, February 1, in an an­
nual “ Race for Light” race to 
benefit the blind and visually 
handicapped.
Individual Outings Too
Fortune stresses that it is not 
essential, or even practical, that 
the club necessarily do things as 
an entire unit. Rather, he sug­
gests that if anyone is planning 
or would like to plan a trip or ac­
tivity, to notify the club and see 
if anyone else is also interested.
None of these ideas would be 
possible at all if it weren't for 
the existence of the Outing 
Room, located downstairs in 
the Union, and the only re­
mainder of the old Co-op.
This year, the Lawrence 
University Community Council 
has given a substantial amount 
of money to the room, enabling 
Brick, with the cooperation of 
volunteers Paul Arbetan, Dan 
Dettweiler, A1 Gunn, Pete Rib- 
bens, John Traylor, Tony Hur- 
tig, and John Moder of the 
Physical Plant to completely 
remodel and greatly expand the 
room. Reconstruction, in ­
c lud ing  pane lling  and 
carpeting, began in the fall and 
is just now being completed.
Most of these LUCC funds, 
however, went towards the pur­
chase of new outdoor equip­
ment, all of which is of high 
quality. This equipment is 
available for rental by students. 
The room now owns: three
Timberline tents (one four-man 
and two two-man), two canoes 
complete with life jackets, 
brand-new Clement paddles 
(which are among the best 
made), three internal frame 
backpacks, six sleeping bags 
(two downfilled and the rest 
Polarguard), three pairs of 
“meticulously made” Alaskan 
snowshoes, and various uten­
sils, pots and pans, stoves, and 
cooking gear.
Also available for rental are 
nine pairs of new, top-notch 
Cross-country skis, which the 
Outing Room is using on a sort 
of loan/lease plan from Hike 
Out in Oshkosh. The skis have 
three-pin bindings, with boots 
and high quality poles. For 
those who own good ski boots, 
there are also several pairs of 
older, cable-binding skis 
available. Skis come in both 
wax and no-wax styles. The 
prices for renting skis are 
reasonable, at only eight dollars 
a pair for a weekend. This is 
four to four-and-a-half dollars 
lower than the rental rate at 
any downtown Appleton stores.
‘How To’ in the Outdoors
According to Paul Arbetan, 
“There is also a lot of informa­
tion—‘how to’ books, ‘where to' 
books—and the people who 
work there know how to and 
where to,” and will be willing to 
give instructions to a novice 
outdoors man.
At present, the room is open 
for only two hours a week, from 
four until six on Friday after­
noons. Brick is hoping that the 
room will be able to extend its 
hours, so that people will be 
able to rent out equipment all 
during the week. Aside from be­
ing beneficial for those who
Directions to some local 
X-C skiing trails
•Gordon Bubolz Nature Preserve 
— Take double O north to highway 
A north; continue past U.S. 41 for 
Vt mile; on the left.
•Plamann Park — Due north up 
Meade St. 5 or 6 miles; on right.
•High Cliff State Park — Hwy. 
10 east to 114; around Lake Win­
nebago about 8 or 10 miles; on 
right.
•Pierce Park — On W. Prospect 
Vt mile southwest of campus.
•The Cemetery — Adjacent to 
Peabody Park by E. North St.
want to use the equipment, it 
will help the Outing Room to 
make up the difference caused 
by renting  only on the 
weekends. Brick hopes that the 
workers will eventually be paid 
student wages for their time in 
the room, but until then 
volunteers are needed. Anyone 
who has a knowledge of cross­
country skis, backpacks, and 
other equipment, and who is 
willing to volunteer in the 
Outing Room, will be able to 
use the equipment for a reduced 
rate or for free.
This weekend, Lawrence In­
ternational is renting out four 
pairs of skis for a day ski trip. 
The Outing Club and the 
O u tin g  Room urge 
everyone—clubs, fraternities, 
sororities, House Councils, in­
dividuals—to take advantage of 
this chance to “experience the 
great outdoors." Stop by the 
Outing Room; or it might l>e a 
long, cold winter.
Project Bridges:
by Kathy Shea
Do these children look 
familiar? Their clothing is 
typical, their expressions like 
any child’s. In fact, nothing 
about their appearance is par­
ticularly conspicuous. Nothing, 
that is, save their Indochinese 
faces and the bit of rope string­
ing them together.
What sets them apart is the 
fact that they are enrolled par­
tic ip an ts  w ith in  Project 
Bridges, a multi-cultural day 
care center created to help the 
pre-schoolers of Indochinese 
immigrant families adapt to 
American language and culture.
Located just off campus 
w ith in  the M em oria l 
Presbyterian Church on the 
southeast corner of College 
Ave. and Meade St., Project 
Bridges is today an example of 
Appleton’s effort to assimilate 
its  grow ing Indochinese 
population into the mainstream 
of community life.
Originally, the center was 
founded by volunteers in 1973 
as a day care facility where 
Mexican migrant workers could 
leave their children during the 
10 week summer picking 
season. Through funding by in­
dividual and church donations, 
the center was able to continue 
providing services year after 
year, through it remained a 
temporary volunteer operation.
PROJECT BR ID G ES ’ children.
W ith the influx of In ­
dochinese refugees into Ap­
pleton in 1977, however, the 
situation changed. A place was 
needed where the children of 
these immigrants could spend 
the day while their parents 
began the struggle to adopt a 
new language, new jobs and 
new culture. In response, the 
directors of the center opted to 
expand their Program, and in 
1978, Project Bridges became a 
full-time pre-school, specifically 
designed to accommodate the 
needs of non-English speaking 
children.
Since that time, the center 
has proved itself an invaluable 
asset to the community, and is 
currently caring for approx­
imately 90 children, roughly 
half of whom are children of 
working Appleton families. 
Although designed as a minori­
ty service, quality care of all 
children is one of Project 
Bridges’ basic tenets, and con­
sequently, the center encourges 
the enrollment of American as 
well as non-American children.
According to Director Linda 
Pettit and Coordinator Kathy 
Damon-Becher, Project Bridges 
strives, above all else, to 
prepare children for successful 
entry into the school system.
For the Indochinese, it is a mat­
ter of “ speeding up the 
assimilation process so that 
when they do start school, they 
are not at a great
a support system
disadvantage.” Further, they 
cite their efforts as beneficial to 
the larger school system. “By 
assisting the non-English 
speaking children in their 
assimilation, the overall quality 
of the area educational system 
is enhanced.”
Indirectly, the center serves 
as a “support system,” both for 
the new Indochinese families 
and to the community as a 
whole. By giving those women 
who do not remain at home, 
either by choice or by necessity, 
a day care facility that they can 
trust, the center enables family 
life to proceed as smoothly as 
possible, and allows women to 
venture out of the home, be it to 
take academic courses, find a 
job or pursue a career. Accor­
ding to Pettit, “a good day care 
center works closely with the 
parents so that a child’s specific 
problems are not handled dif­
ferently at home and at school.” 
Essentially, it is profes­
sionalism toward which the 
center reaches; by working 
closely with the parents, by 
em ploying degreed early 
childhood level teachers, and by 
maintaining a consistent staff 
with which the child can 
become fam iliar, Project 
Bridges seeks to present a 
“ready-made family” for the 
child and a reliable, concerned 
day care center for the parent.
As a service to the In­
dochinese, the center has been 
invaluable. But, it has not been 
alone in providing for the 
welfare of these people. Recent­
ly, the Appleton City Council 
approved the allocation of 
funds in its Com m unity 
Development Bloc Grant (a 
HUD program) earmarked for 
low and moderate income hous­
ing in order to increase the 
availability of low income scat­
tered site housing. In addition, 
Gimbel’s department store has 
volunteered space on its second 
floor for the women of these 
families to display and sell their 
traditional handiwork. Further, 
the establishment of an In­
dochinese center has been pro­
posed within the Appleton YM- 
CA to be sponsored indirectly 
through federal funds.
While no one pretends that the 
transition through which these 
people are going is a simple one, 
it can be said that such efforts 
on the part of organizations 
within the community have 
made that transition less dif­
ficu lt. Currently , Project 
Bridges is unique among 
Wisconsin day care centers for 
the language development pro­
gram it offers for non-English 
speaking children. One hopes 
that other centers will take ex­
ample, and begin to provide 
more of such community- 
minded services throughout the 
state.
Winter Term 1981 
FINAL EXAM SCHEDULE
Class Meeting Time Final Exam Time
Wednesday, March 18 9:50 MWF 8:30 a.m.
8:30 MWF 1:30 p.m.
Thursday, March 19 8 or 9 TT . 8:30 a.m.
1:30 MWF 1:30 p.m.
Friday, March *20 11:10 MWF 8:30 a.m.
12:30 TT 1:30 p.m.
Saturday, March 21 2:50 MWF 8:30 a.m.
2:30 TT 1:30 p.m.
The last meeting of the Committee on Administration before 
the final exam period is March 12. Therefore, all petitions to 
change final exam times are to be submitted by March 11 Peti­
tions to change final exam times for travel purposes will not be 
approved Students are to arrange travel plans around the final 
exam period
Photo: Leslie Schwartz
Photo: Kathy Shea
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Frats scurry for pledges
by Ross Daniels
Fraternities at Lawrence 
along with many freshmen and 
transfer students, are now ex­
periencing the annual, hectic 
but seemingly necessary pro­
cess of rush.
Rush allows these organiza­
tions to add to their member­
ships in order to remain active 
on campus. The groups, if not 
successful during rush in suc­
cessive years, can have their 
charters revoked; as has been 
the case within the last five 
years in the Lawrence system.
Lawrence has a rush system 
which is peculiar among most 
colleges. W hile most 
undergraduate schools start 
rush as soon as new students 
arrive on campus, Lawrence 
defers the formal process until 
winter term. This permits a new 
student to experience the Greek 
system during Fall term ac­
tivities and ponder the decision 
to join more carefully than if he 
or she is immediately rushed. 
Hopefully then, a student will 
join a group for a more substan­
tial reason than being impress­
ed with the limited activities of 
an early rush week. Contrarily, 
a student at Lawrence is allow­
ed to befriend members of each 
group and see where they would 
fit in.
An anomaly of the system 
here is the fact that, although 
rush is deferred, it is not yet a 
formal process as at most 
schools. This.is most probably 
due to the standards set by the 
nationa l headquarters of 
respective sororities or frater­
nities. These headquarters do 
not take into account the size 
and nature of Lawrence and
their effect on our Greek 
system.
By setting quotas for groups 
to achieve during rush, com­
petition results which yields 
another ironic twist. Cathy 
Hyde, Dean of Residential Life, 
stated that the Lawrence greek 
system has followed a national 
increase since the early 1970’s. 
The irony exists in that 
although more people are going 
through rush and subsequently 
pledging a fraternity or sorori­
ty, there are fewer groups on 
campus. This is due to the 
quotas which allow up to 33 
pledges for each group.
The major fraternities and 
sororities attract the mest 
“rushees," and their national 
headquarters dictate that they 
accept as many pledges as they 
can. This causes two or three 
groups to gather most of the 
available people and leave 
others struggling for members.
Fraternities do not need the 
number of people which their 
headquarters require to exist at 
Lawrence. The purpose of rush 
(ideally) is to bring friends 
together to join in common ac­
tivities toward a common goal 
This goal, for headquarters, 
seems to have been perverted 
towards quantity with little 
regard for the quality of Greek 
life.
Formal rush serves to 
simplify matters for someone 
interested in Greek life, for it 
makes it convenient to see all 
groups in a short period. By 
making sure they have looked 
at all groups, students can 
make the decision which best 
suits them.
Rehl to accompany Treger
Theodore Rehl, professor of 
music at Lawrence University, 
will be the piano accompanist 
for the world-renowned violinist 
Charles Treger in a concert 
Tuesday, Ja n . 20, in 
Milwaukee.
Treger will appear in the Ar­
tist Series at the Pabst Theater. 
144 E. Wells St., Milwaukee, at 
8 p.m. next Tuesday. His choice 
of Rehl as accompanist results 
from a six-year association with 
Lawrence University. Treger
Tickets are available at the 
Pabst Theater, 271-3773, or any 
Ticketron outlet. The Ticketron 
outlet in Appleton is in the 
business office of the Sears, 
Roebuck and Co. store, 314 W. 
College Ave.
has been visiting professor of 
music at Lawrence since 1974, 
and he appeared in a recital 
with Lawrence Conservatory 
faculty friends, including Rehl, 
last Oct. 31.
Christmas thefts
cont. from patfc I
cannot expect any restitution 
from the University. Agness 
and Hyde do recommend, 
however, that the victimized 
students check with their 
parents' homeowner policy. As 
long as a student is still claimed 
as a dependent, the policies 
generally cover personal 
belongings in residence halls.
Marwin Wrolstad, Vice- 
President for Business Affairs, 
reiterated the recommendation 
to check personal insurance
Complications cloud S/U choice
policies. He also clarified that 
the University cannot be 
responsible for personal proper­
ty, and pointed out that this is 
stipulated in the housing con­
tracts issued at the beginning 
of each year.
These campus ad ­
ministrators, along with the 
Appleton Police Dept., have 
pledged to coordinate their ef­
forts to locate and identify the 
malefactor.
• BEGGARS TUNE RECORDS • MEADOWIARK NATURAIS
• HARDIY EVER BOUTIQUE • MOONDANCf LEATHER
• SERAEFYN SILVER
217 E College Ave 1 Appleton, Wu 54911
by Hugh Dellios
With the start of the new 
academic term, many students 
are again hit with the dilemma 
of whether to take a course S, U.
At first glance, the S/U op­
tion looks like nothing but a 
helping hand, considering that 
ten long weeks of strenuous 
study are staring us in the face. 
There are however, several dif­
ferent views of the option. 
Many students take advantage 
of the S/U system while others, 
for some reason or another, 
won’t even consider it.
The decision is not one of 
metaphysical proportions, but it 
is important in that it could af­
fect the student’s attitude 
toward the class and conse­
quently what he or she learns 
from it. So before making the 
decision, a student should look 
at the option from a number of 
different perspectives.
The basic idea behind the S/U 
option was introduced at
Lawrence in the late 1960's in 
the form of a pass/fail system. 
According to Dean Charles 
Lauter, the system was unveil­
ed to encourage the students to 
study outside of their major 
fields without having to risk a 
drop in their GPA. The original 
system was set up so that 
anything above an F would be a 
passing grade. Most students 
showed interest, but as ex­
pected. some used the system 
only as a means to slide 
through a course while concen­
trating on others.
The system was later altered 
to the present S/U option 
whereby a C- or better is 
necessary for a satisfactory 
mark. This change was made to 
assure that students put some 
time into the courses. Neither 
the satisfactory or unsatisfac­
tory mark has an effect on a 
student's GPA. Only the 
satisfactory counts as a course 
credit toward graduation. A
S/U  graded satisfactory
The Law rentian  asked 
several students in Downer 
Commons about the S/U option 
on Wednesday. Most were 
favorable to the idea that they 
have the opportunity of taking 
a class on an S/U basis.
The questions were; “What is 
your general feeling toward the 
S/U option?” and “Do you ap­
proach a class differently when 
taking it on an S/U basis rather 
than for a grade?" The numeral 
after each person’s name, year, 
and major indicates the number 
of classees he or she has taken 
S/U.
Ja ne t K le in , ju n io r , 
psychology; 2.
that situation.”
Terry Moran, Junior, English; 1.
“ Lots of people use it to play 
the numbers game and I think 
that’s too bad. I think advisers 
should take more of a stand with 
their advisees... I thought I 
would (approach the S/U course 
differently), but I don’t think I 
did."
Tony H u r tig , ju n io r , 
philosophy; 2.
“ It can take a little pressure 
off a student, but I approach 
(S/U classes) in the same way.”
“The option allows non­
majors to explore other 
fields...I’m taking 4 and one- 
sixths credits this term—that’s 
why I ’m taking an S/U.”
Julie Thome, junior, chemistry; 
3.
“ I think they’re really bad 
because they make committing 
academ ic suicide very 
difficult.”
W endy W eekly, ju n io r , 
psychology; 0.
Janet Klein.
“(The S/U) is a fantastic op­
tion; everyone should take ad­
vantage of it...I guess I did (ap­
proach an S/U class differently) 
once; I always end up taking 
the grade anyway.
Greg Fiflis, senior, economics; 3 
or 4.
“ I t ’s a very good option—it 
relieves the pressure of getting 
a good grade...I’m more relaxed 
in a class that I ’m taking on an 
S/U basis; I ’m not the type of 
person that would blow off in
Wendy Weekly
I ’lmiii It nun tÀfn hik
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I think (the S/U option) is 
great but I haven’t taken ad­
vantage of it...I think I would 
slack off.”
Ruth Oh, senior, voice; 1.
T a k e  a  B r e a k  
F r o m  D o w n e r
2 Blocks from Campus
£
major benefit to the option is 
that students can change their 
S/U back to the letter grade at 
any time.
Limits Necessary 
The limits set on the option 
were to make sure that it is us­
ed in the ways intended. 
Therefore a student may take 
only one S/U course per term, 
except for those previously 
designated that way by the 
faculty. No course that a stu­
dent elects to be S/U can count 
toward his or her major. The op­
tion is denied to freshmen 
because many have not chosen 
a major; it is felt they should 
approach all of their courses 
with similar emphasis.
Dean Lauter revealed that he, 
for one, is mostly in favor of the 
option. He feels that the intitial 
purpose of the system is “wor­
thy and laudable’’ and that it is 
“valuable to the students who 
use it in the manner intended." 
He expressed some disappoint­
ment in those students who use 
the option for other purposes 
and added that there is some 
negative "undercurrent from 
the faculty, but that for the 
most part the S/U option seems 
to be working.
Disadvantages Too 
Lauter said that he also 
makes sure to advise students 
about the disadvantages of the 
S/U option. The most important 
of these is a general suspicion of 
S/U courses by business firms 
and graduate schools. Many of 
these institutions place a high 
value on undergraduate GPA 
and question a student’s use of 
the S/U system. Lauter believes 
that many times they “cannot 
assume better than a C” when 
they view an S on a transcript.
Another disadvantage of the 
option would be in the case of a 
student wanting to change ma­
jors. Upon doing so, all S/U 
courses that he or she had 
previously taken in the new ma­
jor would be changed back to a 
letter grade. A student who had 
thought to get by with an S 
might suddenly have to face a
C.
Student opinion of the S/U 
option tends to vary a great 
deal. The fact that the system is 
used frequently shows that 
many students view it as an ad­
vantage to their studies. The 
option gives them a chance to 
widen their scope of study and 
thereby enhance their liberal 
arts education. It also allows 
the student a chance to get 
away from the pressures of the 
strict letter grade system. And 
students can view the option as 
a chance to ease through a 
course and use the time normal­
ly put into studies to indulge in 
extracurricular activities. This 
may or may not be looked upon 
as an advantage. In either case, 
the S/U option can give the stu­
dent a more relaxed and diverse 
study atmosphere. It is certain 
that some students view this 
relaxed atmosphere as a cover- 
up for the almighty “blow-off' 
Many bypass the option, fear­
ing that it will precondition 
them not to study even before 
the course starts. Whereas the 
letter grade system can be a 
great incentive to study, the 
S/U option allows students the 
chance to neglect a course. No 
one can deny that some use the 
option precisely for that 
purpose.
The S/U decision should be 
made thoughtfully. Values, 
study habits, and plans for the 
future ought to be considered. 
Whether to improve your 
studies or find a way out of 
them, the choice on the S/U op­
tion is ultimately a personal 
one.
L . U . S t u d i o  O r c h e s t r a
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11:30 p.m.
I attend a student jam session held in one of the hotel 
lounges. A rhythm section is playing some jazz standards while 
college saxophonists, trumpeters and trombonists from C alifor- 
nia and Florida are trying to impress the “show me audience. I 
can see the Lawrence jazzers in the corner of the room. I thank 
my stars that I don't have to play up there. Thoughts run
(Eonnotattons
This week’s general student 
recital will be held at 11:20 a.m. 
on Tuesday, January 20 in 
Harper Hall. Christopher Been 
and this journalist will perform 
Mr. Been’s composition De la 
patte a l ’aile, and Rod 
Fabrycky, trumpet, and Tami 
Jahn, piano, will perform 
Legend, by V lad im ir 
Bakaleinikoff.
Tenor James Gandre will give 
his senior recital on Thursday, 
January 22, at 8:30 p.m. in 
Harper H a ll. W ith  the 
assistance of David Ixirnson,
harpsichord; Kathy Nevala, 
v io lin ; and T rilla Ray, 
violoncello, he will present the 
cantata “ Ich weiss das mein 
Erloser lebt” , formerly at­
tributed to J.S. Bach, but now 
believed to have been composed 
by G. Ph. Telemann. To com­
plete the first half, Mr. Gcndre 
will perform Azael’s Recitative 
and Aria from L’Enfant Pro­
digue, Les Cloches, and Man­
doline, by Claude Debussy, and 
songs by Hugo Wolf, Gustav 
Mahler, and Richard Strauss, 
assisted by Steven Edmund.
piano. On the second half, Mr. 
Gandre and Mr. Edmund will 
perform the song cycle An die 
feme Geliebte, Op. 98, by 
Beethoven, and a set of songs 
by Benjamin Britten.
Tickets are still available at 
the box office for the perfor­
mance of the St. Paul Chamber 
Orchestra next Friday evening 
at 8:00 in the Memorial Chapel. 
This is a fine group, playing a 
program with a wide variety of 
selections; it promises to be an 
enjoyable evening.
F ear and loathing
The Lau rence University Studio 
Orchestra, hack from a hlazingly 
successful appearance at the Na­
t ional Association of Jazz  
Educators Conference in St. Louis, 
will perform at the ('hapel at H p.m. 
on Friday, Jan. 16. The concert is 
free, and expectations are high.
in St. Louis
by Ernie Douglas 
Friday, December 31,11:30 a.m.
1 spend my last day in New York, having spent every penny 
that I had and every penny that Bert Lance would arrange to 
lend me. I think of sticking around and blowing off college but 
all the girls have already kissed me goodbye. It has been a nice 
six months and I know they will miss me, after all, I was the on­
ly male in that school.
4:00 p.m.
At last I tind a car that needs to be delivered to the Midwest. 
A Malibu going to Chicago. Now comes the big problem. Will 
my two String Basses fit? I can put one in a crate on top of the 
car, but will the big one fit inside? The Drive-Away Agency 
won t let me test their Malibu. I drive down to a used car dealer 
in my parents’ car with my big bass. I tell the car dealer that I 
want to buy a ’78 Malibu but I have to see if my bass fits in­
side. I think about telling him the truth — that the only Drive- 
Away car to Chicago is a Malibu and if my bass did not fit I'd 
never make the Lawrence Studio Orchestra tour. Thoughts of 
Representative Michael Meyers’ realistic view of the 80’s makes
me hesitate: “Money talks and__________walks.’’ I continue to
lie. After ripping out headrests and back seats, I discover the 
bass fits. The used car dealer does not understand why I don’t 
want a hatchback or wagon. “ Impractical,’’ 1 say. I tell him I 
will call him about the car.
Monday, January 3
I planned to leave at 7:00 a.m. It is now 2:30 p.m. I leave. 
Tuesday, January 4,12:30 a.m.
I pull up to the drive-in window of an Ohio Burger King. 
'‘What’s in there?’’ asks a just-16-and-acne-to-show-for-it cashier. 
He is pointing to the distinctively shaped wooden crate on the 
top of the Malibu. I know he cannot see the label that says: 
MUSICAL INSTRUMENT, HANDLE WITH CARE. I tell him 
slowly and sadly, “My Mom." He begins to laugh, but I do not 
let him. He stands in awe.
6:00 p.m.
I arrive at Lawrence, tired, smelly, and hungry. No matter, I 
venture forth to the Chapel for Studio Orchestra rehearsal. Some 
old faces, some new. Fred Sturm rehearses “Four Mythoi.” I ask 
my stand partner what a mythoi is. He looks at me and smiles. 
The piece goes slowly; I have no idea what the overall sound will 
be like. There are almost 100 people on stage, and there are lots 
of little things to iron out. I can’t keep my eyes open.
Wednesday, January 7, 7:00 p.m.
Dress Rehearsal before LUSO leaves for St. Louis. We will 
play three pieces: “Four Mythoi,” “Terlingua,” which is another 
Sturm work that LUSO did in 1979, and Stephan Grapelli’s 
“Souvenir de Villingen." “Terlingua” and the Grapelli are fine, 
“Four Mythoi” will be good if everyone concentrates. Sturm 
reminds us that there will probably be many jazzers there with 
shoulder bags and sunglasses. We were not to be ashamed of be­
ing “hicks" from Wisconsin. 1 laughed. I ’m not a hick and I ’m 
not from Wisconsin.
Thursday, January 8, 8:00 a.m.
We leave for St. Louis to play at the National Association of 
Jazz Educators’ Annual Convention.
12:15 p.m.
We stop for lunch in Joliet, Illinois, where we are to eat at 
Bishop's — a cafeteria designed primarily for the elderly. A 
beautiful young lady in her late twenties takes my tray and 
seats me at a table. She could be that special someone. I've had 
too much of lhat lately. I hope not. She asks me what I want to 
drink. But before 1 get a chance to answer she interjects, “Milk,
1 bet . . .  You look like a milk drinker.'' She pats my head.
6:30 p.m.
We arrive at the Chase Park Plaza Hotel. I visit the Steeple­
chase Bar. 1 notice some hip black dudes with shoulder bags, 
sunglasses and saxophones. I wave because I know that they 
are going to think I am hip too even if I don't play jazz very 
well. They wave back. The waitress asks me for my I.D.
through my mind as to whether the Lawrence people will play as 
well as the other musicians. Tsukivama is first, then Caviani,
Santaga, Segal, and finally Carlson. The audience loves them. If 
we re hicks, they’re hicks too.
Friday, January 9, 10:00 a.m.
I visit the arch and eat chili — exciting! The Big Apple it 
ain’t.
3:00 p.m.
Dave Liebman and Richie Beirach perform duets. This is the 
definite highlight of the weekend. Liebman is an ultra-sensitive 
player with an acid tongue. Beirach is a master of chordal 
melodies.
10:00 p.m.
At the Steeplechase Bar, I wave to Liebman. He asks me if I 
know him and I say that I do not. He then asks me why did I 
wave. An acid tongue.
Saturday, January 10, 2:45 a.m.
Frank Babbitt and I imitate Maestro Becker for the ump­
teenth time. Frank sure is a funny guy.
10:00 a.m.
The orchestra is on stage. People are running around making 
sound checks. Somehow they never check the String Bass 
microphone.
11:00 a.m.
The concert begins. Carlton McCreery conducts “Terlingua.”
Nice solos by Bob Braun and Doug Segal. The audience, which 
was small to begin with, starts to grow. Next we do the Schuller 
arrangement of the Stephan Grapelli work. The piece calls for a 
violinist who is larger than life and has a slow left hand. Babbitt 
fits the role perfectly. Applause. The crowd continues to grow.
And finally the biggie. Sturm explains to the audience that the 
Four Mythoi are the four seasons of the life of a Greek tragic 
hero. Does he mean Oedipus? Oh, that’s sick, I think. He had 
composed the first movement, “Anagnousis” (spring) several 
years ago for Matrix, and now had iust finished the suite for this convention.
This Four Mythoi would be a world premiere. I 
make a mental note to get a Harmon/Sturm syllabus next time.
Needless to say, “Four Mythoi” was a tremendous success. 
The audience, which has swelled in size enormously, bounces to 
their feet. Flashes of the historic 1978 Studio Orchestra concert, 
which had been the greatest musical experience of my life, ran 
through my mind. The Studio Orchestra has risen again and I 
am part of it.
8:00 p.m.
Fred throws a party in his hotel suite. The beer really tastes 
good and everybody is happy. Babbitt is there as well as all the 
rest of the guys — Santaga, Tsukivama, Caviani. After my 
fourth beer I begin to feel dizzy. I haven't eaten any dinner and 
everybody has already eaten; I fill myself with popcorn
11:00 p.m.
I watch the University of Miami Concert Jazz Band with Kurt 
Dietrich after I convinced him to* go downstairs to the 
restaurant with me. The band sounds great but the director was 
a definite weirdo. I suggest to “Dietch” that I run upstairs to 
Fred's suite and sneak some beer down to the concert. He thinks 
it is a good idea. I knock on Fred’s door but then read a sign 
that says do not disturb. Oops. That always happens to me. 
When I get back “Dietch” has fallen asleep.
2:00 a.m.
I ’m drinking free Heiniekens courtesy of the University of 
Northern Colorado. When I tell them I ’m from Lawrence, they 
all tell me how fantastic we were. One guy asks me how long 
Fred’s contract is as Composer-in-Residence. Another guy asks 
me if we re going to Montreaux this year. I laugh, not caring 
whether I'm a hick or not.
Carlton McCreery directs the 
Studio Orchestra.
Photos by Hrian Lipchik
Above: The rhythm section con­
centrates and Doug Segal (left) solos 
in preparation for tonight’s concert.
Photo. Hrian Lipi hik
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The Formula: week formulaic mystery
by Jeff Wisser
Reports from California state 
that a conflict between director 
John Avildsen and writer Steve 
Shagen caused a number of re- 
edits of “ The Formula’’, 
M GM ’s Christmas detective 
film. And, judging from the 
finished product, neither direc­
tor nor screenwriter got his way 
in this sloppy, formulaic 
mystery.
The film, which appears pro­
mising on paper, with the likes 
of George C. Scott and Marlon 
Brando in the lead roles, suffers 
from disasterous writing and 
messy editing. Consequently, 
not even strong performances 
by the two principles can pull 
this one out of the abyss of 
mediocrity.
The story, which bears an 
almost plagiaristic resemblance
to Robert Towne’s 
“Chinatown” script, begins 
w ith detective Scott in ­
vestigating the murder of an 
old friend. Slowly, (very slowly, 
in fact) the pieces of the puzzle 
lead to high level corruption in 
the oil industry and the govern­
ment.
This progression might have 
been delightfully suspenseful, 
but the makers of the film pre­
sent viewers with far too many 
pieces of the puzzle too early. 
Hence we watch uncomfortably 
as Scott slowly bumbles his 
way behind us until his final 
confrontation with Brando’s oil 
baron.
There are other major pro­
blems here as well. Character 
development is negligible, par­
ticularly with Scott’s character. 
He complains throughout the
Casablanca, African Queen tonite
by Jim Cheng
The 24th anniversary of 
Humphrey Bogart’s death on 
Ja n u a ry  14 makes th is  
weekend’s double feature a par­
ticularly fitting tribute to one 
of the c inem a ’s most 
charismatic figures. Casablanca 
and The African Queen feature 
Bogart in his most memorable 
roles in two films which are un­
questionably among the best of 
all time. In each, Bogart shows 
his talent as the romantic lead, 
a departure from the type­
casting of his earlier career in 
which he was assigned the role 
of the “heavy” along with the 
likes of James Cagney and Ed­
ward G. Robinson.
For the benefit of the newly 
born and others who may not 
have seen Casablanca, a sum­
mary of the story would seem 
to be in order.
The time is December, 1941. 
Bogart is Rick, the expatriate 
American who runs a cabaret in 
Casablanca, a way station for 
refugees trying to escape to the 
New World. Ilsa Lunch (Ingrid 
Bergman) shows up at the club 
with husband Victor Laszlo 
(Paul Henreid), a Resistance 
fighter who is fleeing the Nazis. 
At the time of the fall of Paris, 
she had a brief but intense af­
fair with Rick which ended 
abruptly as Ilsa vanished 
without an explanation, leaving 
Rick wounded and bitter. Now 
Rick has come upon two exit 
visas which would allow Ilsa 
and Victor to escape. Will he 
give them up?
Casablanca’s staying power 
is remarkable when considered 
in light of the problems which 
plagued the film’s production. 
One of the greatest films of all 
time is based, ironically, on a 
trashy play called Everybody 
Goes To Rick's. Despite the ef­
forts of some of the best writers 
in Hollywood, only half the 
screenplay was completed by
the time shooting began. Even 
so, the end result was good 
enough to win an Oscar for Best 
Screenplay of 1942.
The seemingly perfect pairing 
of Bogart and Bergman was ac­
tually Warner Bros.’ third 
choice. The role of Victor Laszlo 
was originally written for — 
who else — Ronald Reagan.
In addition to the principals, 
Casablanca is graced with a 
first-rate supporting cast in­
cluding Claude Rains as the
Boggy and Bergman in Casablanca.
delightfully corrupt chief of 
police, and Dooley Wilson as 
Sam. Sydney Greenstreet and 
Peter Lome play their usual 
roles as members of the seamy 
underworld of Casablanca. This 
is also the film in which Bogart 
does not say “Play it again, 
Sam.”
In The African Queen (1952), 
Bogart is cast once again in a 
romantic lead role, playing this
Où k
"Piace,
2 2 3  E. C o llege  Ave. 
A p p le to n , 
W is c o n s in
It’s Sure Nice 
Doing Business 
With 
People Like You
THANKS
Jim Mullins
movie that he would rather be 
SDendiner his time with his son. 
and yet we get only one stale 
and obligatory scene with 
father and son. He travels 
through Europe on the Los 
Angeles Police Department’s 
budget, yet we’re given no in­
dication as to why he or the 
seemingly routine murder case 
merit such attention.
Much worse, however, is the 
character portrayed by Marthe 
Keller.Appearing somewhat 
akin to a rugtoy from one of 
James Bond’s worst adven-
BRANDO: dynamite screen presence in a lukewarm Formula.
time opposite Katharine Hep­
burn. This film, too, had to 
overcome handicaps, presented 
by the shooting on location in 
Kenya. But because of the in­
spired acting of the principles 
along with the skilled direction 
of John Huston, the film is 
regarded as one of Hollywood’s 
great love stories.
Bogart plays Charlie Allnutt, 
the gin-drinking skipper of the 
Queen, a 30-foot steam launch 
which makes regular runs into 
the jungle with mail and sup­
plies. At the outset of World 
War I, Charlie is content to sit 
out the fighting in quiet 
backwater with a generous sup­
ply of Gordon's gin. Hepburn is 
Rose, a gaunt and freckled 
sp inster m issionary who 
escapes with Charlie after her 
village is destroyed by the Ger­
mans. Determined to strike a 
blow for king and country, Rose 
proposes a plan to sail the 
Queen down the treacherous 
Ulanga River to confront an 
enemy gunboat. The contrast 
between this “psalm-singing, 
skinny old maid'' and the grizzl­
ed river rat provides many 
memorable moments. Natural­
ly, love bridges all differences 
between the two and results in 
a happy if s lig h tly  
melodramatic ending.
Though Hepburn and Bogart 
had never worked together 
before, their teamwork is 
magical. The two performers 
sustain a comic undercurrent in 
the story which accounts in part 
for the film’s lasting appeal. 
Reportedly, Hepburn’s part 
was perfected when Huston 
suggested that she play the role 
as Mrs. Roosevelt. Bogart’s 
performance won him his only 
Oscar as “Best Actor” in 1952.
If you can only go to the 
movies one weekend this term, 
you can’t beat the quintessen­
tial Bogart films for $1.50. 
Casablanca has two showings 
at 7 and 11 with The African 
Queen at 9 in Stansbury.
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tures, she runs around Europe 
with Scott, shooting people 
behind his back for the sake of 
“ world b ro the rhood ’ ’ !!?  
Throughout the entire film, in 
fact, one is hard-pressed to find
a single reason why either 
Keller or her character were in­
cluded in this shoddy drama.
The film ’s re-edits cause 
myriad problems as well. The 
pacing is slow, the story poorly 
told, and the editing itself hor­
rendous. In one scene, a boom 
microphone actually can be 
seen at the top of the frame.
This might have been a slick, 
compelling thriller with a better 
script and more careful editing. 
Scott’s performance is respec­
tab le , though  som ew hat 
awkward. Brando, in a relative­
ly small role, reasserts himself 
as one of the most dynamic 
screen presences around. The 
final confrontation between 
these two, had there been any 
surprises in it other than Bran­
do’s outlandish ad libs, might 
have been a classic.
Why a dispute occurred bet­
ween Shagen and Avildsen, 
who previously collaborated on 
the powerful “Save The Tiger ”, 
is inexplicable. But an explana­
tion is not necessary here. 
Perhaps a refund, but not an ex­
planation.
Zevon’s ‘fire’ not too hot
Warren Zevon, that strange, 
strange man responsible for 
such material as “Werewolves 
of London”, “Bad Luck Streak 
at Dancing School”, and “ I'll 
Sleep When I'm Dead ”, is back 
again with an uneven new live 
album.
Stand in the Fire, recorded at 
the Roxy in LA, presents seven 
previously released numbers in 
live versions, two new composi­
tions, and Bo Diddly’s “Bo Did- 
dly”. Unfortunately, only one 
of the new ones, "The Sin”, 
Jeanne Needs a Shooter”, Ex­
citable Boy”, and “Bo Diddly”, 
stand out.
Much of the older material is 
either the same or worse than in 
the ir orig ina l recordings 
“Lawyers, Guns and Money”, a 
lament over the inconvenences 
of bad war politics, plods along 
as though Boulder, the singer- 
pianist’s back-up band, were 
severly tranquilized . The 
aforementioned “ I ’ll Sleep 
When I ’m Dead” drags too, 
coming across as a “ My 
Sharona” clone. “Mohammed’s 
Radio”, the Ip's only ballad, 
clearly displays Boulder’s in­
ability to handle slower, more 
sensitive material.
Perhaps the most bizarre 
aspect of the album is Zevon’s 
predilection for dropping the
names of his LA musician 
friends. While it is nice to have 
friends, and it ’s certainly 
wonderful to know people who 
are big rock stars, must Zevon 
remind us that he knows 
Jackson Browne and James 
Taylor? Big deal!
Zevon needed a powerhouse 
effort on this disc to resurrect a 
career which has been flounder­
ing commercially since 1978’s 
Exc itab le  Boy and its 
“ Werewolves of London" 
single, and artistically since 
'77’s Warren Zevon. Ultimate­
ly, he doesn't produce it on this 
record. “The Sin ' is sensitive 
yet explosive. “Jeannie Needs a 
Shooter”, a Springsteen com­
position, and “Excitable Boy” 
have more life than on previous 
recordings. “Bo Diddly” is a 
strong bopper. But beyond 
these it's pretty slim, and that 
is a shame. The problem, it 
seems, lies in the artist's unwill­
ingness to take more chances. A 
two-record set, featuring some 
of Zevon’s stronger tunes, 
would have been nice. Perhaps 
“ A Certain G irl” , “ When 
Johnny Strikes Up the Band”, 
and “ C a rm e lita " , among 
others, might have been includ­
ed. Further, a little more energy 
behind what’s here would have 
helped.
“Get up and dance or I ’ll kill 
y ou !” Warren Zevon ad­
monishes his Roxy audience 
toward the end of Stand in the 
Fire. The problem with the Ip 
lies in that warning. Had the 
set been a little more energetic, 
the threat would have been un­
necessary. As it stands, the 
ultimatum doesn’t even work.
-HORACE CEZASS
Need Assistance 
On Planning A  
Campus Party?
C a l l
Baer’ s Beverage Inc.
733-8580 A s k  F o r  J a c k
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“I ’ve got those inauguration, hostages-still-in-Iran, 
small house blues.”
—The entire Class of ’81 x , _______________________________________________________ s
New Department?
“ I'm  still a performing 
artist...You need the retreat. 
What it allows you to do is 
focus on your work and ask 
yourself questions: ‘Is this 
working? How can I im ­
prove?’ ”
Weirs started planning a solo 
recital 6 months ago, and hopes 
to perform it in Minneapolis 
when he returns. “Before now, 
I ’ve always worked with dance 
companies...I’ve decided to do 
more solo work.”
Weirs intends to work on his 
recital while he’s “being in­
trospective and all that. “ I ’ll 
posssibly have a preview here, 
depending on how much I get 
done.”
The State of the Arts and Self
How does Weirs view the 
state of the arts? “My first con­
cern is with the state of myself 
and finding out where that fits 
in the state of the arts,” he com­
ments.
“ I think the state of the arts 
is good right now. The state of 
the country, in finances, is go­
ing to put a crunch on the arts, 
but that’s good for the perform­
ing arts. I t ’ll give individual ar­
tists and smaller groups a 
chance to do more. There isn’t 
the money around to do big 
stuff.”
“Gems are going to be a little 
more precious. Small arts 
organizations and soloists are 
going to have a chance to polish 
their crafts to make the craft 
itself more prominent.”
Weirs is optimistic about be­
ing here, both as a teacher and 
as an artist. “ If my stay here so 
far is any indication,” he noted, 
“it ’s going to be good for 
myself.”
by Diane Odeen
Theatre Professor Fred 
Gaines hopes that a Dance 
Department will be established 
at Lawrence. Gaines recently 
investigated the Dance and 
Theatre Departments at the 
Associated Colleges of the 
Midwest and the Great Lakes 
Conference Colleges. He found 
that LU is “on the low end of 
courses offered. There are 
schools that offer more degrees, 
courses, faculty . . . you name 
it.”
The present LU Dance Club 
is an off-shoot of the Theatre 
Department, but Gaines felt 
that “the Dance Club can’t ab­
sorb the whole interest.” He 
points out that visiting artist 
Geol Weirs will be instructing 
over 80 people, including the 
beginners’ workshops. “There 
aren’t many professors here 
that teach more than that,” 
Gaines pointed out.
“Dance is a natural adjunct 
to the theatre,” Gaines remark­
ed, “but it is not for the Theatre 
Department that I want it. 
Dance is part of the fine arts.”
Gaines felt that within four 
years, there would be enough 
people involved in a dance 
department to make it finan­
cia lly  feasible. He said, 
however, that the University 
lacks the facilities to do a dance 
department justice.
There are several small
spaces located in Alexander 
Gymnasium, but classes are 
currently being held in River- 
view Lounge.
Wendy Watson, ’78, Head 
Resident of Sage and present 
Dance Club Advisor, also saw a 
need for a dance department in 
a recent interview with the 
Lawrentian. Her organization 
has 38 regular hours on the 
roster, and workshops offered 
throughout the first term.
Watson saw the job of the 
Dance Club to be “Educating 
Lawrence about dance.” She 
agreed with Gaines that a 
dance department of some kind 
is inevitable, but that “it’s a 
question of timing.”
The Dance Company will be 
sponsoring two evening classes 
taught by Geol Weirs, said 
Watson. Held every Tuesday 
and Thursday evenings, the 
classes will start January 27th 
and run through February. 
They will be offered on a non­
credit basis and are open to 
students, staff and Appleton- 
ians. The 5-week fee will be 
$35, or $4.50 for each lesson.
Offered from 7-8 p.m. is 
Beginning Jazz for the Beginn­
ing Dancer. From 8-9:30, Weirs 
will teach Intermediate Jazz. 
Interested dancers can contact 
Wendy Watson, LU extension 
6870.
Abstractions from the Welsh
by Diane Odeen
Overheard in the Union: 
“One, two, three and clap, clap, 
clap, clap...Come on, you guys, 
move! Back-back-center, front- 
front-cross...”
R iverv iew  Lounge has 
become the temporary home of 
dancer Geol Wiers, guest artist 
of the LU Theatre Department. 
Talented and dynamic, Weirs 
brings with him an enthusiasm 
that is reflected in his crowded 
classes. Dance has returned to 
Lawrence University.
Free Dancing at Lawrence 
A professional dancer for 16 
years, Weirs is on the staff at 
The Children’s Theatre in Min­
neapolis. “That’s home base for 
me,” Weir explained. “ I work 
on productions there and occa­
sionally freelance, such as 
now.”
Lawrence is one of the many 
universities where Weirs has 
taught. Originally from Boston, 
Weirs has worked at both 
Boston University of Dance. 
Most recently, he has been in­
volved at the University of 
Minnesota.
Weirs met LU Professor Fred 
Gaines last summer when they 
were both working at the 
Children’s Theatre. “He ap­
proached me about coming here 
to do some work,” said Weirs. 
“ 1 was interested. He contacted 
me again in the fall, and I took 
a leave of absence from the 
Children’s Theatre.”
While on campus, Weirs is 
teaching one Jazz and two Con­
temporary Dance classes, all of 
which have met with an en­
thusiastic response. “ I t ’s been 
a very good turn-out,” he com­
mented. “ I was more or less 
forced to give auditions for my 
intermediate class.”
There is no beginning course 
offered yet, but Weirs will run a 
five-week workshop starting 
late this month. This class will 
be open both to students and 
the Appleton community.
Although a dance concert by 
his classes has not yet been 
scheduled, Weirs states that, 
“ Ideally, after my ten week 
stay here, there would be some 
kind of performance...but my 
main purpose for being here is 
to teach.”
“There’s a real cross-section 
of students in my classes,” 
Weirs went on. “Some are from 
the Conservatory—many are 
not...They understand the im­
portance of some kind of move­
ment training. Some have been 
trained elsewhere and trained 
well.”
Dance Not Just Sweat 
Weirs notes that there is no 
“dance departm en t” at 
Lawrence, although “ there’s 
certainly enough interest” to 
start one. “Hopefully, it will be 
under the auspices of the Con­
servatory, not the Department 
of Phy Ed,” he added.
“That would be a mistake. It 
shouldn’t be under Phy. Ed. 
Certainly the physical re­
quirements are strong, but it 
runs into problems with the 
needs of students. I t ’s an art 
form and should be under an art 
department. There are more
Guest Artist Geol Weir.
Photo: Leslie Schwartz
sides to it than sweat.”
Weirs is enjoying life at 
Lawrence. “ I ’ve always been at­
tracted to a university setting. 
1 was trained at a Conservatory 
myself.”
Although he has spent most 
of his time on campus so far, 
Weirs is teaching “more or less 
full time” this term, but finds 
that “in between hours, I have 
time to slow down a bit.”
by Pamela Arnold
“ Drawings and Working 
D raw ings 1974-1980” , 
Worcester gallery’s fourth ex­
hibit this year, offers an intrigu­
ing show of landscape drawings 
for the viewer who appreciates 
skilled drawing, and may be 
particulary endearing to Lon­
don Program alumni who have 
traveled in Wales.
The artist, Carole Hodgson, 
whose studio is situated in Dyf- 
ed near the west coast, has 
derived the initial drive and in­
spiration for her work from her 
intimate knowledge of the 
Welsh landscape surrounding 
her studio. Her renditions, 
however, are not strictly 
representational. Hodgson has 
focused the problem of drawing 
that which is familiar on the 
development of seeing more in­
tensely and depicting the 
familiar with greater purity.
This selection of drawings 
represents six years of an evolv­
ing interpretation of six specific 
places around her studio. The 
result, as one sees in the se­
quence of plates around the 
gallery beginning on the north­
west wall, is a continuously 
more abstract rendition.
Beginning with “explorations 
and excursions into the land­
scape” Hodgson fina lly  
achieves a drawing represen­
tative of the basal, elemental 
nature of landscape. She says 
“ It is not what is being seen, 
but how it is seen, that 
matters".
In the initial drawings one 
has a great sense of the at­
mospheric conditions of the 
landscape. A definite mood is 
conveyed, reminiscent of the 
emotional skies of a Constable 
or a Turner. As her concentra­
tion on what she is seeing and 
interpreting progresses, the ar-
tist’s drawings become more 
cubistic. By the end of the pro­
gression the elements of nature 
have the vibrating quality of 
energy depicted in rotating 
circles, stopped in mid-motion, 
reminiscent of Kupka or
Delaunay.
A lthough Hodgson suc­
cessfully captures the abstract 
nature of her landscapes, inter­
preted on several levels as 
planes, line, light and dark.
movement and transformation, 
she doesn’t lose sight of the ob­
ject: the landscape itself. 
Neither will the viewer. Conse­
quently, this group of drawings 
can be enjoyed from several 
points of view.
Worcester Art Center has 
been consistent in providing for 
worthwhile viewing. Subjec­
tive ly  speaking , Carole 
Hodgson’s show is well worth 
seeing.
Setting 
Winter’s Pace
R elax...our Lanz of 
Salzburg  n ightsh irt  
p r o m i s e s  s w e e t  
dreams. In a tradition­
al hearts and flowers 
multi-color print on 
w hite . Wi t h  fresh  
eyelet edging. 100%  
cotton Flannelette. 
P-S-M-L
<§MZ£t Things
. frrirri I’m mm Hiuu.
N o w  a t  t h e  t o p  
o f  T h e  C a s t l e
E. 141» retire, Appleton
Ph. 731-9388
Open Daily JO-5, Kri. 10-9
Little Professor 
Book Center
206 E. College Avenue 
Appleton, W I 54911
DAVID H. ARONSON-Owner 
Phone 731-0331
featuring:
•Foreign Periodicals 
•Journals & Reviews 
•Special Orders
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On Saturday, January 17 from 
1-4 p.m., a fiber dyeing workshop 
will be conducted by Linda Rueth- 
Lyster at the Appleton Gallery of 
Arts, 130 N. Morrison St. This 
workshop will explore the techni­
ques of natural and chemical dye­
ing of wool.
She will open the workshop with 
a discussion of dyeing procedures, 
the artist’s pallette, and the 
development of a color wheel. Par­
ticipants will then receive in­
dividual help in using dyes on 
unspun and spun wool.
The workshop is open to begin­
ners, as well as to those who have 
some experience in these techni­
ques. The fee for this workshop is 
$10. Registration may be made by 
calling or stopping in at the 
Gallery.___________________________
COFFEEHOUSE!!! This Sun­
day, the Coffeehouse is proud to 
welcome singer/guitarist Ruth 
MacKenzie from Minneapolis. 
Come down between 9:30 and mid­
night and check out her unique 
blues-jazz-folk style. This is the 
first Coffeehouse of the term — 
don’t miss it!_________ ___________
Portfolio Workshop — Learn 
how to put your artwork into port­
folio form. Saturday, Jan. 17 at 
1:30 in the Worcester Gallery.
CLASS GRADE POINT 
AVERAGES END OF TERM I 
Term I, 1980. Freshmen, 2.616; 
Sophomores, 2.901; Juniors, 2.997; 
Seniors, 3.246.
Term I, 1979. Freshmen, 2.727; 
Sophomores, 2.848; Juniors, 3.049; 
Seniors, 3.124.
Term I, 1978. Freshmen, 2.681; 
Sophomores, 2.889; Juniors, 2.963; 
Seniors, 3.188.
Term I, 1977. Freshmen, 2.722; 
Sophomores, 2.844; Juniors, 3.021; 
Seniors, 3.168.
Term I, 1976. Freshmen, 2.664; 
Sophomores, 2.848; Juniors, 2.951; 
Seniors. 3.155.____________________
In honor of our beloved Professor 
of Anthropology, Julie Hecht, and 
Puka-Puka People shall once again 
come out of the closet to amuse the 
population of Radioland with gross 
mispronunciations of our nomen­
clature, as the official Colman 
TRIV IA ’81 team.
The Art Association will be 
meeting this term every Wednes­
day night at 5:00 p.m. in the Blue 
Room. Come sit in!_______________
Students living off campus 
should contact Kathryn Henry 
(6882) or Leslie Schwartz (6883) 
about having your pictures taken 
for the Ariel.
Winter Carnival News
Yes, folks, it ’s that time of 
the year again; cold weather, 
winter term, being cooped up, 
and study blues. Don’t fret, 
Winter Carnival is coming 
soon.
Plan to frolic Saturday, Jan. 
24, at W inter Menagerie. 
There’s som eth ing  for 
everyone. Features include a 
sleigh ride, a ‘big wheel’ race for 
children, Broomball, tug-of-war, 
a bobsled course, snow 
sculpture, a cross-country ski 
race, beer chugging, ice-cream 
snarfing, a snowshoe race, and
I.M. cribbage and backgammon 
tournaments.
Winter Menagerie entertain­
ment is at it’s finest with the 
Buck Stoven Range Co. band in 
Riverview on Friday night. The 
Rocky Horror Picture Show on 
Friday and Saturday night, 
Kohler’s ‘‘ I t ’s Not Just Any Te- 
quilla Party’’, and a square
dance sponsored by Lawrence 
International on Saturday 
n ig h t. A ll th is  W in ter 
Menagerie Week-end.
One of the main events will be 
a Saturday pre-happy hour 
Faculty Feud. Come see how 
well the LU faculty know their 
students.
Faculty are welcome and en­
couraged to join in the fun. Br­
ing the family and join in the 
spirit of Winter Menagerie 
1981!!!
If anyone is interested in 
helping with the faculty feud, 
the snow sculpture, the cross­
country ski race or decorations 
please contact these people: 
Faculty Fued—Kate Pfeiffer 
Snow S cu lp tu re —N ata lie  
Slaughter
Cross-country Ski Race— 
Phil Brick
Decorations—Amanda Hanson
SENIORS 
-RESUMES PRINTED
★ White or color stock *  Fast Service
★ Typing Service Available"*(*7  scataxp
OF APPLETON INC.
819 W. College Ave., Appleton, Wl. 54911
MONE 733-Ü27 QUALITY. QUICK PRINTING
Jerry’ s Pipe Shop 
And News
NOW ON SALE:
—  N e w  Y o r k  T i m e s  
(Daily 7:30 a.m.)
—  P a p e r  B a c k s  
— T o b a c c o  
— W i n e  a n d  B e e r
304 E. College Ave., 
Appleton, WIS. 54911Ph. 7 3 4 -2 8 2 1
Anyone just returned to campus 
this term, please come pick up your 
Ariel at the Ariel office, 219 
Brokaw, Wednesday 9-11 p.m. and 
Thursday 7-9 p.m.________________
The Ariel is looking for recent col­
or photos of people from Lawrence. 
The deadline is in two weeks, so 
please contact Lisa Brady (6865), 
Kathryn Henry (6882), or Leslie 
Schwartz (6883) if you have any 
pictures for us to consider.________
LAJ.C.C. Committee Openings
There are presently openings on 
the following L.U.C.C. Committees: 
Experimental Projects (1 position), 
Polling and Elections (1 position), 
and Publications Board (1 
position). Application forms may 
be gotten on the L.U.C.C. office 
door in the Union. Applications are 
due January 25._________________
Lawrence University Judicial 
Board Students Advocate
Applications are now being 
solicited for the position of Student 
Advocate for the Judicial Board. 
The Judicial Board Student Ad­
vocates duties will "be to advise, 
assist, and represent any student 
brought before the Judicial Board 
for violating a campus regulation. 
Applications are available on the 
L.U.C.C. door in the Union. The 
Committee on Committees of 
L.U.C.C. will begin selection 
procedures January 25.
sm
p i r n *
“ Endless Summer . . .” is waiting 
for you at Kohler Hall. Get rid of 
those Winter Blues. Come dressed 
for fun in the sun on Saturday, 
January 24th, 1981, at 9 p.m. Be 
there. Aloha._________________
Tom and Coralee: Keep up the 
good work on stopping marijuana 
smoking in the Viking Room. 1 bet 
you voted for Dorothy Johnson.
Coralee: Sometimes I even get 
high off that stuff! Bring on the 
whips and chains, baby!
Love, Quaaludes
. . . hot time, summer in the city
Dear Mr. Warch:
We feel that it is high time. For 
what? I don’t know. Only Jim  
Sutherland has the answer. He 
needs our support.
Coralee: Keep your eyes peeled. 
I'm packing a can of Mace now.
Demented
. . .  in the good, old summertime
Coralee: Can we do Quaaludes in 
the Viking Room? Or acid? A little 
heroin maybe? Watch your milk 
consumption.
Ronny, I hear that you look like a 
gibbon with your clothes off.
P.S. Love S&S
. . .  hot fun in the summertime . . .
Campus Life Lines
There will be open house for all students at 
Raymond House, the finally-finished new offices of the 
Office of Campus Life and the Career Center, on Mon­
day, Jan. 19th from 3:00 to 4:30. Come see what they 
did to the old place; tours and refreshments will be 
available.
S i l l  3 3 *
Warning: 1’he Puka-Puka People 
have launched their outrigger 
canoes and are preparing to invade 
Colman Hall — January 30, 31 and 
32. TRIV IA  81.__________________
Jeepers Creepers, We want to see 
your Peepers — Enter the Delta 
Gamma Beautiful Eyes Contest!!!
Help DG’s raise money to aid the 
Blind — enter the Beautiful Eyes 
Contest.__________________________
Win a TV, a FREE dinner, a 
FREE album . . . enter the 
Beautiful Eyes Contest.___________
Ready? Get those eyes shining 
and enter the Beautiful Eyes Con- 
test -  TODAY!!________
PO: You just TOO Tall, TOO 
Good Looking, and Have TOO 
Much Money for those men.______
JK: I t ’s great to have you back! 
“Keep on dancing’’ . . . 
______________________________J&W
HILL: You’re really "coming up” 
in the world . . . Climb every moun- 
tain . . . But don't bruise your leg.
TOTZ: Let’s hear it for Wild 
Women! I'd have one, too!
Dear . . . . ? Thanks for the Santa 
Gram. How about revealing your 
true identity. Tomorrow afternoon 
(1/17) at 2:30 in the grill. See ya 
then. —J.F.
. . . summer breeze makes me feel 
fine . . .___________________________
Hi Gigi, Bimbo loves you, and 
Gucci says hugs and kisses too. I 
can’t wait to touch your body once 
again.
Boo Boo
College Rep Wanted to distribute 
“ Student Rate” subscription 
cards at this campus. Good income, 
no selling involved. For informa­
tion and application write to: 
TIME, Inc. College Bureau, 4337 
W. Indian School Rd., Phoenix, AZ 
85031.
is the biggest thing to hit the valley since the 
introduction of truly BIG appetites.
OPEN Daily From 11:00 a.m. — Midnight 
Friday — Saturday: 11:00 a.m. — 2:00 a.m.
Sunday: 4:00 — Midnight
Phone Ahead for Fast Service — 731-0644
N O W  O PEN  S U N D A Y S
4 : 0 0  p . m .  t o  M i d n i g h t
347 W . College Ave.
Across from the Viking Theatre
' W i'll Worth the U'jlk'
.  a  n V  I
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«Beals, Groban lead grapplers
by Jack Beals
Coach Neuman’s gutsy grap­
plers took to the mat for the 
first time last Saturday after a 
mere one week of practice, but 
still they gritted, growled and 
gutwrenched their way to a se­
cond place finish in the 
Lawrence Wrestling Tourna­
ment. One of the main reasons
Pat Grogan at heavyweight 
also placed in Wisconsin last 
year, taking third. Last Satur­
day he won the Lawrence 
Tourney with three pins, and 
received the Most Valuable 
Player Award, a high honor for 
a freshman. Pat, in view of his 
noted Robert Redford image 
across campus, commented 
humbly after the match,: “ I t ’s 
all in the hips, and I ’ve been 
working overtime on my 
penetration.”
Brian Smigelski, another 
freshman with a commendable 
high school career, came 
through at 167 with a first 
place finish in a gruelling over­
time match. Still tied with 
twentv seconds left in overtime, 
Brian lifted his opponent off the 
mat and looked toward the 
coach. Later he explained, 
(dreaming of All Star Wrestl­
ing), that he didn’t know
because of injury expressed his 
moral support by eating a 
lightbulb on the sidelines.
Doug Kaiser, a freshman at 
150 placed third in the tourna­
ment even though it was 
Doug’s first experience with 
contact sports.
Sophomores Jim  Stukas, 
(134) and Greg Linnemanstons 
(190), placed fourth, both a little 
rusty  after the holiday 
festivities. Another sophomore, 
Andy Schmidt, wrestling in his 
first college tournament finish­
ed a solid third.
Jack Beals, the lone senior, 
(due mainly to his repulsive per­
sonality) once again started the 
year repulsing his opponents. 
Jack (158 lb.) won his final 
match 15-10, making it close 
mainly for ‘P R ’ reasons. 
Following the match the blond 
haired beast of the Beta House 
staggered off the mat, mouth 
bleeding, rhythmically gurgling
Freshman heavyweight Pat Groban.
Photo: Brian Lipchik
for such an awesome showing 
by the boys from Larry U. was 
the addition of seven new 
freshman recruits. These sup­
posed neophytes proved that 
they had had some outstanding 
high school experience before 
battling in the collegiate ranks. 
Of the seven new freshmen, 
four had placed in their prospec­
tive high school State Tour­
naments.
Ron Miles at 126, had placed 
eighth in the state of Colorado 
and finished second in the 
Lawrence Tourney, losing only 
to an undefeated wrestler in the 
finals.
Tom Brucker placed eighth in 
the state of Wisconsin and 
finished third at 177, which was 
probably one of the tougher 
weights in the tournament.
Wrestling Schedule
Date Opponent Site Time
Jan. 10 Lawrence Tournament Appleton, Wis. 9:00 am
Jan. 24 Waukesha Tech Tournament Waukesha, Wis. 8 00 a m
Jan. 28 Ripon Dual Ripon, Wis. 5:00 p.m.
Jan. 31 Triple Dual
(Northwestern, Maranatha)
Watertown, Wis. 9:30 am
Feb 7 Ripon Tournament Ripon, Wis. 8:30 am
Feb 14 Lawrence Invitational Appleton, Wis. 7:30 a.m.
Feb 20-21 Midwest Conference 
Tournament
Mt. Vernon, Iowa 10:00 a m
Feb 27-28 NCAA Division III 
National Tournament
Cleveland, Ohio 10:00a.m.
whether to twirl him around 
and throw him on his head or 
just take him down. Luckily he 
chose the latter and won the 
championship.
Andre, a tough 118 freshman 
placed fourth in the tourna­
ment.
Tex, another freshman stan­
dout, who couldn’t wrestle
his victory chant, “Coach, get 
me my warm-up!”
The successful second place 
finish of this young team 
co u ld n ’t have happened 
without the enthusiasm of 
Coach Neuman, who rebuilt a 
dwindling squad in the face of 
grave economic pressures from 
football fanaticism.
Women’s hoopsters 
get off to strong start
Sumner Richman, Alice J. 
H u ls t Professor of Life 
Sciences, has been awarded a 
research grant by the Universi­
ty of Wisconsin Sea Grant Col­
lege Program for a new project 
in Green Bay.
The two year research grant 
in the amount of approximately 
$60,000 will be used to study 
the size distribution of Green 
Bay food chain and the relation 
between phytoplankton and 
fish production.
According to Richman, obser­
vations on the standing stocks 
of organisms in the sea confirm 
the occurrence of approximate­
ly equal biomass over equal size 
ranges. Thus if the biomass at 
any size range is known, the 
biomass at any other size range 
can be estimated and if the pro­
duction at one size is known, 
the production at the other size 
can be determined. The applica­
tion of this theory to large lake 
systems has never been tested 
and is the primary anticipated 
benefit of this research. If ap­
plicable, it would be of con­
siderable use as a new approach 
for broad-scale analysis of food 
chain interactions and for the 
assessment of fish standing 
stocks and productivity in the 
Great Lakes.
In addition, the research will 
provide valuable data on parti­
cle size distributions within the 
Bay to better assess effects of 
water exchanges with Lake 
Michigan, material inputs from 
the Fox River and marsh
systems and circulation within 
the Bay itself.
The research will involve 
monthly sampling cruises of 
several days duration to deter­
mine particle size distributions 
of plankton throughout the 120 
mile length and 23 mile width of 
the Bay. Cruises will start in 
May and continue at least 
through October or November 
in 1981 and 1982. Several 
students will be working with 
Richman on the project in a col­
laborative effort with Professor 
Paul Sager and students at the 
University of Wisconsin, Green 
Bay.
Dr. Richman has recently 
finished a four year Sea Grant 
supported study with Dr. Sager 
on the feeding of Green Bay 
zooplankton and first-year 
yellow perch in lower Green 
Bay. The Lawrence students 
who worked on that project are 
Shawn Woods, ’77; Scott 
Bohon, '78; Steven Robbins, 
’78; Art Kelley, ’79; Tom 
Smayda, '79; Marianne Melnik, 
’79; Steve Ellis, ’80; Peter 
Schulze, ’80; Mark Pavwoski, 
'80; Rick Maddox, ’82; and 
Bart Destasio, '82. Part of this 
research has recently been 
published in a co-authored 
paper by Richman, Bohon and 
Robbins entitled: Grazing In­
teractions among Freshwater 
Calanoid Copepods, and ap­
peared in the book Evolution 
and Ecology of Zooplankton 
Communities.
by Puck
Poulson’s Pulverizers are 
back in action for the 1980-81 
basketball season.
The women’s basketball team 
added one more win to their pre- 
Christmas streak of four wins 
against Maranatha, Edgewood, 
Ripon and Norway with a vic­
tory against Concordia College 
on Tuesday, January 13. The 
team now enjoys a 5-0 record, 
winning its fifth game by a 
score of 57-46.
Though small in numbers, the 
pulverizers were determined to 
pull out a victory at any cost. 
They showed Concordia they 
really meant business after 
surging ahead 25-7 after the 
first few minutes of play. Their 
hot shooting  and quick 
maneuvers gave the Vikes a
31-23 advantage at half time.
The second half caused hearts 
to skip a beat at times but the 
Vikettes managed to land a 
win. Foul trouble was a major 
problem for the pulverizers, but 
they had gained a sizable lead 
by the time Leslie “Killer” Ir­
win and Carol A rnosti 
gathered five big ones and
retired to the bench for the rest 
of the game. The five remaining 
team members hung tight dur­
ing the final minutes to crank 
out a hair-tearing, fingernail- 
biting victory.
Robin Chapman and Carol 
Arnosti ruled the boards with
14 and 13 rebounds respective­
ly. Teresa Welhoeffer led the 
team in scoring with 15 points. 
Deb Jaryszak, Carol Arnosti 
and Robin Chapman also hit 
double figures with 10, 11 and 
12 points respectively.
The Vikes host Lakeland Col­
lege on Saturday at 1:00 p.m. 
Please attend and cheer them 
on.
S p o r t s
Why I like IM Bowling
It's been a long week folks, and it's time to unwind. The 
thought of spending two solid hours quaffing cut-rate pitchers 
in the Viking Room plays upon your mind, but by now that Fri­
day afternoon ritual has become more of a drone than an escape 
route. For those of you in this predictable predicament, the solu­
tion has arrived at last. IM  bowling begins today and if you hap­
pen to be reading this amidst free popcorn and a putrid, pastroal
30-foot mural, the first week has passed you by. Fear not, 
however, for in the coming weeks you will have numerous 
chances to redeem yourself and join the crazed Kegglers at 
Sabre Lanes.
B. J. Speeeman
Winter term, what drab and melancholy images does it 
perpetuate? The grey snow on the paths, the grey branches of 
dead trees, the grey shrubs. Grey faces walking slowly amidst 
the grey buildings. Greyness is everywhere. Before the grim 
reality begins to fether the scholar's will, he must break away 
from the solemn routine.
These perpetual grey days are earmarked for bowling. 
Rather than chugging your beers in the neutral-toned Viking 
Room, why not chug your beers amid the pin-smashing sky- 
splitting thunder of Sabre Lanes? It's that good.
K. J. Parker
Ah, Sabre Lanes — pinnacle of civilization, brightest star in 
the IM  firmament, home of all that is holy. How I  pine to see 
your shapely pins scattering helter skelter across the well- 
waxed slats; how desperately I  long to send the sphere 
cascading along the sleek wooden glory of your magnificent 
lanes. Never since its grand inception by the Flemish Kegglers 
of the fourteenth century has the crashing delicacy molded, 
precisely weighted pins recinded in the public ear; never before 
has the toppling of the logs enjoyed such an all-encompassing 
Renaissance.
J. J. Ropella
So, all you polished twelve-pound, three-holed sphere 
rollers, the choice is yours: remember, remain idle and bear the 
brunt of the cruel w»nds of January, or clean your self 
monogrammed bowling shirt and warm your bones on barstools 
and alleys of Sabre Lanes. In the words of Dave Eddy, “ It s bet­
ter than going to Happy Hour with your girlfriend.
Editor’s note: Amen!
W in te r
C a rn iv a l 
B ro o m b a ll
Anyone wishing to enter a 
team in this year’s Winter 
Carnival Broomball Tourna­
ment please contact Chuck 
Wood or Rick Moser, ex. 
6786. The tournament will 
consist of both men’s and 
women’s brackets; prizes 
will be awarded to the cham­
pions. A $1.00 per team 
registration fee and com­
plete team roster must be 
submitted to either Chuck or 
Rick before 5:00, Wednes­
day, January 21. The tourna­
ment schedule will be 
published in next week’s 
Lawrentian.
'tk cafe
225 E. College Ave., Appleton 733-8700
Chile & Soups, Salads, Sandwiches, 
Quiche Pastries, & Ice Cream
Visit us for a free cup of coffee  
and enjoy the relaxing atmosphere.
Just bring this ad along with you.
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Swimmers surface in victory Player of tfye Week
This week’s Player of the Week Award is given to 
Barb and Marion of the Union Grill. Actually, it was 
Barb’s birthday this week and the Award was supposed 
to be hers alone, but Marion wanted to be in the picture 
too. Barb wouldn’t say just how old she is anyway, 
you see, so it doesn’t really matter. When asked to 
comment on any matter she thought important, Barb, 
the one on the left, replied, “ Never mind that now. 
EGG BA G EL .’’
Law rence a t C h icago : 
A  fa rc e  in  tw o acts
' by Masters N. Johnson
It has been said that it’s in­
evitable. As students’ interests 
turn to securing a professional 
niche for themselves in society, 
the sizes of swimming teams at 
small, liberal arts colleges are 
reduced. This almost frighten­
ing phenomenon was evident as 
the men and women of Lawren­
ce and Carroll colleges 
squared off in what was known
O.C. on the fly.
during Don Schollander’s days 
at Yale as a “swim meet.” 
Attendance at such events 
has, however, increased 
dramatically. Even Lawrence 
Swimming Coach Emeritus 
Gene Davis was on hand. After 
commenting on the propensity 
of thin, blond hair to depart 
from one's scalp if not kept in a 
crew cut (Schollander wore his
that way), Davis surmised, 
“With David Powers on crut­
ches and Mike O ’Connell 
threatening to shave his head, 
I ’m glad I got myself out of this 
racket.” He then spoke in a 
more reserved tone, quietly 
muttering something to the ef­
fect that coaching practices 
must now resemble something 
like popping balloons with a 
pogo stick.
For the men, Jim Acker took 
1st place in the 500 and 1000 
yard freestyle while a 
somewhat deflated-looking 
Wally Chambers bobbed to 1st 
place in the 200 yard freestyle. 
Chambers also laid claim to the 
100 yard freestyle after nearly 
reducing his competitors to 
tears with vicious, satirical 
remarks made prior to the start
of the event. Mike O ’Connell, 
donning a smart (yet out of 
season OK!) yellow skin cap, 
parted the waves of the five- 
lane bathtub and captured lsts 
in the 200 yard individual 
medley as well as the 100 yard 
backstroke. “My cap,” O ’Con­
nell gushed to questioning 
onlookers, “is from Bean; they 
do carry accessory items too 
you know.” Sophomore Chuck 
Hunter took 2nd in the 200 
yard breaststroke and 3rd in 
the 200 yard freestyle, and 
freshman Shawn Hogan placed 
3rd in the 200 yard backstroke 
and 4th in the 50 yard freestyle. 
Larry Leporte took 1st in the 50 
yard freestyle, an event 
restricted to natural blondes, 
and 3rd in the 10 yard freestyle. 
The team of Chambers, 
Leporte, Acker and O ’Connell 
bolted to 1st place in the 400 
yard freestyle relay.
In the woman’s extravagan­
za, Shirley Andrews, Zizi Alder­
man, Irene Serewicz, and 
Megan Bailiff captured 1st 
place in the 200 yard medley 
relay. Shirley Andrews, despite 
the cute, girl-next-door ap­
pearance she conveyed to her 
competitors, took 1st place in 
both the 100 yard butterfly and 
the 500 yard freestyle. Megan 
“When you’re out of Point, 
you're out of town” Bailiff took 
1st place in the 100 yard in­
dividual medley and in the 100 
yard backstroke. Zizi Alderman 
took 2nd in the 100 yard 
breaststroke, Irene Serewicz 
3rd in both the 100 yard breast­
stroke and the 100 yard 
freestyle. Karen Malm finished 
3rd in the 200 yard freestyle 
and 4th in the 50 and 100 yard 
freestyle events, while Rebecca 
Hauge picked up 3rd in the 50 
yard freestyle and 4th in the 
100 yard breaststroke. The 
final scores were: L.U. men 48, 
Carroll 37; L.U. women 34, Car­
roll 58.
Head Coach Fred Gaines 
commented in his usual confi­
dent planner, “ I produced, 
directed, and even wrote this 
thing but I just don’t feel that I 
can sum it all up at this point in 
the season . . .  when the curtain 
fell, we had won one and lost 
one.” Newly-appointed Assis­
tant Coach Donna Larson was 
awestruck, thus a bit less pro­
found: “Even the great Goethe 
never witnessed anything such 
as this,” she observed.
The Vikings travel to Car­
thage this Friday in the hopes 
of maintaining their undefeated 
records. If you can’t be one of 
the 1st 200 spectators to ride 
free with the team on their 
deluxe coach liners, wish a 
swimmer good luck!
Act I
Scene: The Chicago Sports 
Center, humble home of the 
magnificent Marroons. Time: 
8:25 CST; The basketball game 
between Lawrence and the U of 
Chicago is three minutes into 
the second half of action. After 
w itness ing  an in sp ir in g  
halftime pep talk from head 
coach Mike Gallus, LU, led by 
“Super-red’’ Raymond Smith 
initiates a barrage of baskets 
which appear to set a sure 
course toward victory. But, 
wait one minute. The whistle 
blows and action is halted by 
the referees.
Smith: What do you mean 
I ’ve fouled out? (The 
Scorekeeper bears a stoic 
appearance while his out­
stretched fingers indicate “5”).
Smith: (in an outburst) I 
what?
Referee: Son, that’s your fifth 
foul.
Smith: (Outraged) But Sir...
Referee: Look Son, you work 
at a halfway house, right?
Smith: (hesitantly) Well, 
yes... But what’s that got to do 
with...
Referee: My point is that 
those youngsters who break the 
rules in life to do a special place. 
Now you’ve broken the fun­
damental rules of basketball; 
your place is on the bench.
Smith: But, that’s only my 
third foul.
Assistant Coach Fogel: (Tak­
ing the initiative) Mr. Referee, 
my scorebook acknowledges 
Smith as having three personal 
fouls. Furthermore, I know 
Raymond; he is a good boy. He 
doesn't commit fouls, at least 
not 5 in one game.
(Meanwhile, on the Chicago 
sidelines...)
U of C Scorekeeper: (whisper­
ing to his coach) I only have dat 
dude for tree fouls.
Chicago Coach: Don’t worry 
Smigly, I've taken care of 
everything.
Referee: (condescendingly) 
Hey coach, come here. Look 
(Fogel looks at the scorebook 
held by the official). Now count, 
and use all five fingers, it may 
help. One little black dot, two 
little black dots, all the way up 
to five, (the referee snickers and 
turns to Smith) The official 
scorebook is law; sit down and 
observe the rest of the game 
from your seated position.
Act II
Scene: Later in the second 
half. Jack Ehren is scene dribbl­
ing the ball across the midcourt 
line. In a flash, a man, armed 
with a knife subdues Ehren, 
wrestles the ball away, then 
proceeds to rudely slam the ball 
through the basket on the op­
posing end of the floor Ehren 
lies on the floor motionless, 
bruised and bleeding.
Coach Gallus: (in disbelief) 
What?
Fogel: (screaming at the top 
of his lungs) Foul!
Smith: (well rested after hav­
ing fouled out) Jesus Christ, 
what kind of call was that?
Referee: (prancing over 
toward Karl Kramer) Nasty, 
nasty, nasty. Profanity is a no- 
no young man that is going to 
cost you a technical foul.
Kramer: I didn’t say a thing, 
besides look at Jack, he’s been 
raped.
Refeer: Where?
So typified this particular 
afternoon in Chi-Town. Chicago 
went on to convert the technical 
foul, thus blowing the game 
wide open. The unfortunate 
final: U of Chicago 71, 
Lawrence 59. Fret not though, 
Lawrence gets its shot at 
revenge in Sa tu rday  
afternoon’s home opening 
against the U of Chicago at 
Alexander Gymnasium. Game 
time is slated for 3:00 p.m.
THE LAW RENCE UN IVERSITY Hockey Club plays its 
first game next weekend at the Tri-County Ice Arena.
EAST MEETS WEST
C h in a  - I m p e r i a l  F i z z . . . * 1 . 9 5
Gin - Cherry Brandy - Lemon Sour
J a p a n  - S a m u r a i . . . * 1 . 9 5
Gin - Midori - Lemon Sour
I t a ly  - G o n d o l l a . . . * 1 . 9 5
Amaretto - Creme De Cacao - Cream
F r a n c e  - M a d e m o i s e l l e . . . * 1 . 9 5
Vodka - Cherry Wine - Bitter Sweet
S w i t z e r l a n d  - S w i s s  Y o d e l e r . . . * 1 . 9 5
Creme De Cacao - Galliano - Orange Juice
U .S .S .R .  - R u s s i a n  R o u l e t t e . . . ’ 1 . 9 5
Russian Vodka - Creme De Cacao - Soda
U S A  - I n d e p e n d e n c e . . . * 1 .9 5
Applejack - Ginger Brandy - Gingerale
L a w r e n c e  . 9 5
100 Proof Vodka - Midori - Orange Juice
L e v i s r
at the
nos m
Y o u r  E x c l u s i v e  L E V I  S t o r e  
( a c r o s s  f r o m  G i m b e l s )
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